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PREFACE 
The study, "Suggestions for Strengthening the Teachi ng of Food 
Preparation in Oklahoma High Schools, " grew out of a sincere interest 
in foods and the art or cookery with a desire to stimulate teachers to 
plan an approach to learning ·which would appeal to and interest students 
and which would give satisfaction and provide enriched learning experi-
ences to all participating. It is a commonly accepted i dea that a good 
program grows out or wholesome leaxning si tuations, meets the needs of 
real life experiences and develops the value of human relationships. 
A program for the teaching of f oods necessitates a long-time view which 
al lows for flexibility and continuity. It exemplifies principles and 
processes ~f good cookery; develops food appeal; challenges students 
abilities to plan and serve attractive, palatable and nutritive meals 
and trains individuals to extend hospitality through learning to become 
gracious hosts and hostesses . 
Many teachers are not entirely satisfied with the way they teach 
and are eager to learn something that will help them to make growth a 
continuous process. After r e-exa.m:ining the techniques of teaching, ma-
terial has been assembled i n a for m for teacher use in improving class-
room procedures and strengthening foods work to meet the needs of stu-
dents. It i s hoped that t his study 1.rill capture the interest of teach-
ers, cause t hem t o explore mox·e deeply, and prove of service by showing 
ways ot achieving values in the tuaching cf f oods. 
The writer wishes to express her deep appr eciation and gratef'ull.y 
acknowledges the help given by l~iss Rowan Elliff, Associate Professor 
iii 
of Home Economics Educat,ion:; , helpful suggestions, 
of the problems in~olved 
whiL:i making this s·tudy. 
She is especially indi,btcd t;o Dt.,ct,r:' M:Hlie V. Pearson, Head of 
Home Economies Edu.cat.ion, Agi:"i(m1ttrcal and Mechanical College, 
for the inspi:rat.i.on to att.ndc t;J:10 group in food preparation and 
for offering helpful inform.c:1.t::lon awl eon1::,t,:1;,rwtive criticism while com-
pil:lng the zw:terial. 
DED!CATEIJ TO 
Joan Blum)) my teen-age daughter, 
whose aympe.theti©i understanding 
and anc,01ll"agement ha.a made 
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PART I 
M9'J.'IV4TING LEARNING 
The goal many thinking people ha,~e set for a good home making pro-
gram is that it meet the actual needs of ind~viduals in classes and 
families within the community, stressi~g teamwork in family living. 
Let ~s evaluate the progralij. as it is now being--taught in OKl::ahoma 
high schools-is it of:fering opportunities for choices; does it increase 
confidence in individuals; does it help children and youth to better 
. . 
understand themselve,s; and are teachers working with students as people? 
Children and youth develop at different rates. They come to school 
with varying interests and concerns important to them. They have widely 
d:'..ff'ering backgrounds. Teachers and those planning to,be teachers should 
therefore strive to set up a program which has strong motivation for 
learning. Homemaking classes have an advantage in an attempt to set up 
a challenging curricular subject program using problem solving procedures 
which call for much activity. Participation in subjects calling for ac-
t~on usually are appealing to students and leads to far better learning. 
The motivat.ion becomes urgent and vital. Schoel work then provides deep 
and rich satisfactions to meet basic needs. 
Leadi~g educators believe teachers should strive to set in operation 
a curriculum which has meaning for learners, keeping in mind the level 
of their maturity and experience. 'l'o do this means the working together 
of teachers and pup:Us en the. problems and interests of everyday living. 
In too many classes, fact teaching, covering a g:lven number of pages and 
factual examinations are the frequent practices. Ellen Hq Richards 
1 
2 
believed that .: 
' ""' ; . 
It does not pay well to strain one's mind and spend one's time to 
be sure of rattling off' rules or_ facts' -or a ' string 'of word's -in exact 
order, when there are so IIIB.!lY principles 1ying in them which are rich 
in ·thought and information.I · · · 
. i . 
,,S~~ teachers are striving to use up-to-date and excellent tools 
, •• • 1 \ -~ • • • 'o I • . .:J • • • , 
and methods of teaching while others re]Jr upon what they remember of 
~ • . .. • - ·- .. . \ . . y ~ •. . -· 
the method.s by which t~y were taught. Pupils cannot learn in schools 
where all their thinking is done ·for therno No one single philosophy of 
" .-· .-· ·. ~ • ' • • • • "' .I ' • ' 
education need be followed, application of common sense is the underly-
1. ' .. 
ing psychologic~l factor. The resourcef'ul teacher is able t o see and 
invent new practices and methods for teaching. The point has been made 
that, "The picture of education is an on-going, changing process rather 
than a completed and thoroughly consistent pattern.n2 
~ \ . :'"' . 
Teachers are aware of the need for change in teaching procedures 
but b~co~e discouraged in trying to bridge the gap between what philos-
ophers say is the trend in education of today and that of yesterday. 
Mur sell sayf!: 
Education is the shaping of personality. The shaping of person-
ality always depends upon two related but distinguishable conditions. 
First , t he person concerned must strive to deal with a challenge that 
is relevant to his interests, a challenge that has for him what is some-
t~es called "~~o-r~levanee.? .. Second, in striving to .meet this challenge 
he ·must achieve a new organized mode of dealing with his environment; To 
put t he idea in simpler but somewhat less precfse language; the shaping ' 
of personality depends first on the 'arousal or the will, and second on' 
the finding of a ~~.J ~ · 
The aim back of all educational leadership :f'rom teacher to 
1caroline L?uise Hunt, T~~ Life _o~ E~n .H .• ~ic~~_a;·.·_~;teomb ~ 
Barrow (Bo·stori, 1912) , Po 75. 
2c~llege of ~ueati~n, The Ohio State University, Educational Re-
§§VCh Buµ_et.s, Vol,~ 'XIX No. 4, (Oct-. 91 1940), p. 395.-· . "'- - . . . . . 
- " - 3iame~ 'i. -Murse11; Psychology r~· Modern Education, -w. w. ?jorton 
and Compan~, Inc •. , (.New ·1~1:9k, 1952) First Editfon,, p. 15. . , -
3 
superintendent and board of education is to create the best possible learn-
i 
ing situation for each child regardless of his ability to learn. Accord-
i;g to Sc~ence in General Educatio~: 
The purpose of general education is to meet the needs of individuals 
in the basic aspects of living in such way as to pr·omote the .rullest pos-
sible realization of personal potentialities and the most effective par-
ticipation in a democratic society.4 · 
__ Developments in educational psychology have brought about c~angea 
in methods of teaching. Children are entitled to all instructions neces-
sary for _their future and to all such instruction as tends to make better 
men of them. Much has been discovered scientifically about how ~ople 
learn. Facts are not learned in isolated bits of knowledge, but must 
. ., ., . . . . . . . 
be given meaning through their use in stimulat~g situations and oppor-
tunity provided for ex.a.mining concern~ and solving problems in which 
'·· - . - . ' ' ' , . 
pupils' are interested. According to Rugg, "a valid program of education 
. • _ .,, , ' ' •• ,.,',;., ' , ,. ' I· • .; ._ , • .:..: •· • U ;L_ ' •, • 
must be constructed directly from the life of the pupil.~5 
A. • ... • . - ·-. .. 
,A. teacher needs rich resources to be able to develop the desire to 
. ' . ~,. 
learn on the part of the student and to_be able to recognize the differ-
- . ' • - • • r • .. ,·-, • 
ent approaches that will arouse interest in different individuals. Psy_-
• '· • , • • I I_ ,' 1 • • • r, 
chologists agree that interest is f'undamental to learning and that which . , . . ' . -~ 
gives satisfaction tends to be repeated, while those things that are 
,· , •• : - • • ' ; • • -~ • < • 
annoying tend to be avoided. ~arning is more efficient when a student 
' ' • • .t~, - • , M •.• ' ' 
tries to _master that w~ch is within his ability, when th9. work he is 
doing brings success, and when it seems worthwhile to him. Mort and 
Vincent have made this suggestion: "Youth should not be made to hate 
4science in General Education, Appleton Century-Crofts, Inc., (New 
York, i93'1) p. 23.'» · · " - · · · · · 
'~old R~g~ American Life and the School Curriculmq, Gig. and 
Company, (New York,' -1936), ·p;·n: - __ , "··-· ~ . ··· . a ·. ··-
4 
study be.fore he. knows cause to love it. Good teachers in good schools 
try to help individual pupils, through experience and tryout, to find 
out what they can do best\n6 
~sychologists believe that each individual possesses talents and 
that talents are needed to run the world. As each talent is uncovered 
it must be developed. In order to develop and mature talents in each 
student as fully as possible a variety of experiences are needed, .Each 
individual must be given an opportunity to cope with concerns and prob-
lems and to accept responsibility. In the words of Mort and ~incent, 
.. "Pupils come to have the trait we call responsibility by having been 
given responsibilities.n7 These responsibilities must be on the level 
. ' 
of the students ability; school life should be organized in such a way 
as to give students increasing experience. All through life situations 
wi ll arise which involve the making of choices, or decisions. Youth must 
be encouraged to take responsibility and helped to :make choices wise~. 
While growing more mature emotionally, socially, and intellectually 
situations will include more complex relationships. According to ~cience 
in General Education, ~Careful guidance of the student's experience is 
called for, instead of the constant imposition of adult plans and points 
of view. 11 8 There is no absolute way of achieving this characteristic 
of r esponsibility, clearly, the methods used in teaching may aid the 
student's growth in self direction or they may retard such growth. 
The maximum. development of each individual irrespective of birth, 
economic status, race, creed, or color should always be the goal of 
~ 
6i.1ort and Vincent, OJ:?o cit., .. p. 23. 
7rbi.d., p. 25. 
8 Sci. in Gen. Ed., O:Q. cit., p. 52 
5 
general education. This brings about enhanced enjoyment of individual 
living as well as a contribution to society in general. Individuals 
should be given the right for free expression and the right to exercise 
their own initiative but the development of htnnan personality must not 
be confused with individualistic action. One group of educators have 
made this point, "Unrestrained individualism cannot be tolerated in a 
democratic program of living, for the living of each must ~e such as to 
allow others the realization of their potentialities . 11 9 Living in Amerfca 
has shifted fr~m an agrarian to an indus~rial economy; we are interde-
pendent; new and more effective wa?s of working together must be devised; 
one must see how his own acts influence the welfare of all; the individ-
ua1 must respect viewpoints which differ materially from his own and 
there must be a vital sharing of interests and a working together to pro-
mete more wholesome relationships. Democracy if it functions is based 
. ' . 
upon the use of one's own intelligence and faith in the intelligence of 
f~llow man. Aecording to Bernard Mehl_: 
The free schools of the United States were established with the 
idea that all children are to be educated to such a degree that no one 
single group can claim complete control of the intellectual power by 
which to dominate the political, economic, and social decisions which 
affect the entire populace.10 
_Our schools can encourage and help the student to study the effects of 
his actions upon the actions of others and the role he plays in bringing 
about better htnnan relationships. 
The earlier the person has an opportunity to develop the habit of 
'' 
9Ibid., p. 56 
~ -
10.Sernard Mehl, "Educational Criticism: Past and Present," Progres-
sive Education Vol . JO: No. 5, (March, 1953), P• 158. 
; 
6 
making decisions the greater the number or learning skills he will have 
developed to serve him in examining concerns and solving problems as they 
ar.ise i n his daily life. Problem solving or decision making is done 
through reflective thinking. Reflective thinking has been defined as 
"that kind of thinking which may appear when a problem arises that finds 
no ready solution."~~ The process of reflective thinking as it goes on 
'- . 
in the process of living may be analyzed in the following manner: 
1 . Sensing a need or a situation (realize that a condition exists which 
might be bettered, that a problem has arisen and recognize clearly 
what the problem is). 
2. Analyzing the situation and locating the problem with sufficient ac-
curacy to a~taok it. 
3. Formu;tating tentative hypotheses (these may serve as a starting point 
' . 
for observation and may suggest further modification of a hypothesis). 
4. Testing and acting on the most promis;ing hypothesis (recognize what 
things P!eviously learned may contribute to the solution of the prob-
le~; use imaginary experiments; refer to reference books). 
In good teaching it is important to distinguish between problems 
which interest students and t?ose which are proposed arbitrarily by the 
teacher. Int_erests vary. That which will give rise to a problem and 
arouse interest in one individual may be of no inter~st and not a problem 
or a concern to another. Curiosity may be responsible for arousing a 
concern in a young child which changes and expands into~ problem as the 
child develops in relation to his environment • . From very simple concerns 
llsci. in Gen. Ed ~, op. _cit~ 1 p. 308. 
7 
which demand little more than observation and manipulation the teacher 
can lead his students on to problems--the solution of which depends to 
a greater extent on formulating hypothese~ and establishing generaliza-
tions. 
According to Science in General Education: 
Obstacles to reflective thinking lie both in the personalities of 
individuals and in social envoronment. There are emotions, prejudices, 
feeling of inferiority or insecurity, that may either impel a person to 
rush into hasty and ill-considered action to destroy his curiosity, numb 
his interest, and paralyze him for effective action. One of the ways 
to encourage reflective thinking is to help the student become emotion-
ally secure, so that he can feel safe in being actively curious, so that 
he is not afraid to act on the basis of tentative judgeme.nts, and so that 
he can tolerate new ideas and suggestions.12 · · 
A resume of some outstanding beliefs and basic principles of educa-
tion include: prevention or preventing the formation of undesirable 
habits before they arise ; recognizing when students are ready for learn-
i :,.g experiences; promoting the desire to learn and mutual stimulation 
in workin~ with others. 
With this concept of the reasons for success in education a quota-
tion from Confucius, the great sage of China, as he speaks of The Ideal 
I . . 
Teacher is pertinent: 
The superior man guides his students but does not pull them along; 
he urges them to go forward and does not suppress them; he opens the way, 
but does not take them to the place. Guiding without pulling makes the 
process of learning gentle; urging witliolit suppressing makes the process 
of learning easy; and opening the way without leading the students to 
'·Le place makes them think for themselves. Now if the process of learn-
ing is made gentle and easy and the students ar! encouraged to think for 
themselves, we may call the man a good teacher. 3 
The school curriculum will be g,:-eatly improved when we instill into 
12 Ibid., p. 314. 
13c1~u:a.e M. Fuess and Emory s. Baeford, Un~een Harvest.a_, ,A Tre~sury 
of Teaching, The ?1a,cmillan c,o. ~ _(New York, 1947 , p. 342, 
st~ents, parents, and teachers the tde~ that success in a subject studied 
can be measured through means other than a grade. Mursell says: 
,• .• =· ; . . • . . . . -• .. . ...• 
If succeeding could only mean reaching the highest levels 0£ ac4ieve-
ment, schools and teachers could not organize effective success experi-
ences; and there would be no way in which.we could shape the motives and 
evoke the purposes of ninety-five percent or our pupils. 
If a person sets out to achieve something, he can feel that he has 
succeeded if one or more of five things happen: (a) if he wins the com-
mend~tion of persons who have prestige for him.; (b) if he gains a: re-
ward that seems important to him; (c) if he has the experience of work-
ing effectively with other people iri competitive or co-operative rela.tion-
sl1ips or both; (d} if' he is aware of his own improvement; (e) ,if he has 
the e:.x:perience of some niea:sure of' competence or mastery in wliat he . :is 
trying to do.14 ·· · · ··· · · · 
14Psychology ~or Modern E,ducatio11, .<>:P·. "ci!,., pp. 91, 90. 
PART II 
TEACHING FOOD PREPARATION TO AID STUDENT GROWTH 
O:t;j_gi.nal Plans for Group Activi~y 
Leaders and teachers in Home Economics Education seem to be agreed 
that there is need for improvement in the teaching of food and nutrition 
at the secondary school level in Oklahoma.a In order to determine the 
value of this opinion and to find reasons to recommend specific changes 
in the program it seemed appropriate to study present practices being 
used in teaching the principles of cookery in Oklahoma high schools. 
The primary purpose in teaching food preparation as well as all 
phases of education is to create the best possible learning situation 
for students according to their varying capacities and needs. According 
t:·· Stratemeyer, nstudies of children show that each child has his own 
rate, MJ~, and .Yltinl.§;.te level of development," and the school cur-
ricu.1um if' good, 11must offer varied e:irperiences and a wide range of ac-
ceptable st,andards of achievement. "l5 State leaders in the homemaking 
field, administrators, superintendents of' schools and teachers of home 
econorrlcs have expressed opinions which indicate that there is a generally 
used teaching procedure in the organization and presentation of foods at 
the secondary level. While the general procedure is subJect to a variety 
of int.erprets:t.io:ns: and no two teachers ar~ teaching exactly alike the 
001111110n class procedures used in high schools tbroughout Oklahoma are 
known as the group activity plan. This :plan, a,cco:rding to Doctor i-iillie 
V, Peru.·son,, Head of the Home Economics Education Department, Oklahome. " 
Agricul:tural at1d Mechanical CoJJ.ege, a pioneer in the use of the group 
15F1orence B. Stratmeyer wlth the assistance of Marge.ret G. McKim and 
Ma;:rm.e Sweet, Q!;g.~i9-LCL"lfili£:~ .. %.Q.LJ{odern Liv.;u;i,,1I, Teachers College, 
Colrniib:ia. University, (New York, 1952) 1 p. · 5. 
9 
10 
act ivity i dea f or t he teaching of homemaking in the state of Oklahoma, 
i ncludes: 
all class procedures necessary to solve a problem and refers to a 
class organization which _permits the a~t~cJsiA& of class probl_ems from 
several different angles simultaneously by dividing the students into· 
smatl working groups thereby r otating the use of equipment. 
. . . . ~ "·· . 
The original purposes for developing this type of class organiza-
tion were: 
1. To provide more nearly homelike problems for students by provid-
ing a school environment similar to that found in the surround-
ing homes. 
2. To give students more opportunities for social development 
through working together in small groups to solve common prob-
lems. . . 
J . To broaden the scope of home economics, including more of "per-
sonal , home, and family life," and decreasing the amount of 
t~e spent on f ood , shelter, and clothing. 
4. To lessen the expenses usually incurred by such depart ments by 
necessitating the use of more of the equipment all the time . 
5. To enable teachers to handle classes equal in size to those in 
the other subjects t aught, by making students assume responsi-
bi lity for securing their own knowledge.lo 
The procedure suggested i n the study of a foods problem using group 
activity is to have a whole class study the nutritional needs of the 
group; the planning of menus t o meet these needs; the determining of meal 
patterns to be followed and the special problems to be attacked, then 
the d~vision of the class i nto small groups that rotate .in planning, 
preparing and serving meals which meet the criteria decided upon. The 
uniq~e characteristics of the met hod as originally developed, taken f'rom 
a summary of Pearsonus dissertati on, "!,.. Study of Pro~essional Home Eco-
nomics Educational co,l!"ses in the Light of the Democratic .I~eal, ". are 
1~illie V. Pearson, Group E:;Periences in Homemaking Classes, Okla-
homa Agricultural and .Mechanical College, (Stillwater; Oklah~ma, 1940), 
p . 8 . 
11 
teaching .food on the meal planning basis in relation to the needs o.f the 
individual and the .family group rather than through the presentation of 
only theory in .food classes, and the preparation of single isolated 
dishes or portions of dishes. Group experiences, i.f efficiently used 
in .food classes are a means of integrating problems in housewifery, home 
management, consumer-buying and health with the study o.f food and nutri-
tion through an attempt to attack a problem from several angles simult~e-
ously. The experiences of each group of students in each type or activ-
ity call for the studying, planning and carrying out of certain processes 
as well as the evaluation of the results obtained. Through evaluation, 
summarizing, analyzing and comparing results in the review of steps taken 
in the various type of activities students may find they have learned the 
same things but through different processes and different laboratory ex-
periences. By using this general procedure a vast amount of information 
may be covered and the .factual content may be put to use by the individual. 
Students may thus see and understand relationships and the value of learn-
ing .to work together to arrive at a single goal. 
The over-all scope of the teaching of food as it is now seen in 
operation seems to follow this procedure; teachers and pupils plan class 
goals and the organization to be followed at the beginning of the eight 
or nine week 9s unit. Such planning does not eliminate detailed pre~ 
planning by the teacher. On the contrary it makes such pre-planning im-
perative . Pearson writes: 
No teacher can satisfactorily guide students in the planning, execu-
tion and evaluation of learning without having first thought through the 
many possibilities and having made much preparation for. offering sugges-
tions which help students to select and weigh possible cotu"ses of aotion.17 
17Millie V. Pearson, Foods; Tet;cher Pre-Planning, ~eographed C,opy, 
(May , 1949), Po 1. • ., I 
12 
1 The food class work.s in rel.ation to a meal. 'the planning and prep-
aration are done through group work. Group work is done in rotation 
under four such general headings as.: Planning, .Preparation, Table Serv-
ice and Kitchen Care, and Hostess and Special Study. Group work calls 
for careful guidance in directed groups seeking and organizing pertinent, 
available material. It requires much authorative material on the high 
school level and the development of ability to assemble, use, and organize 
materials so that they have meaning and appeaL 
It must be recognized that successful use of the plan requires in-
genuity, organizational and managerial ability on the part 0£ a teacher. 
There have been modifications in the original plan that have decreased 
the effectiveness or group teaching. Herein lies the chief ca.use or dis-
satisfaction in its use. It therefore presents a real challenge to 
t,0achers and to teacher educators. ,;w{th the homelike kitchen arrangement . ·, 
in Oklahoma schools this plan seems necessary--how oan the teacher learn 
to use the plan in such a way that she can justify the experience as one 
or educational value and not merely the following of routine? I;f group 
work becomes mere rotation of responeibilities it is routine not creative 
learning, and teachers are merely getting a job done a,nd not teaching 
problem solving. Good planning for real learning likewise requires care-
ful analysis and organization. When planning is done in ~erms of accept-
ed purposes it has meaning for pupils and they conside,;- it. as an important 
part in the learning sequence. The teacher has the responsibility fOl" 
the supervision of the activities of all groups working simultaneously 
in a laborat,ory which may be provided with not more than two food prepara-
tion centers. Some departments have only one center for preparing food. 
The purpose of this type of laboratory as originally conceived is to 
l.'.3 
present homelike working conditions an,d learning experiences similar to 
.• • ••• I.•.' • > • • • ' • 
those which will occur in the typical Oklahoma home. This laboratory 
' . ,.·-~-:. . . ;, .. :. . . 
was originally devised to meet the need tor economy in ~nishing hom.1:J 
economics departments. 
•. ,. '... . 
The_ general plan if used requires SUJ>erior direct!~, supervising, 
and planning ability as well as skill in working with people on the part 
. . . . .. . . . .·· . :, :.,. . .. 
of the teacher. ~ly a veey limited amount of time can be allocated for 
individual student assistance. ,!tis difficult to guide simultaneously 
th_e_ functionin~ of several types of acti!ity and to develop skills and 
understandings acquired in the classroom which will be ca:r:-ried over in~o 
:P.om.es. Frequently pupils tend to repeat procesees and practices with 
.. .·-~ '1 • . . . •. . : . . • • 
which they are familiar, and do not learn new procedures or trends. 
,':!:'his is partie~arly true in food preparation-:'.especially w}i,en limited 
:i;-1•eparaticin space is available. ¥tho"Q.gh su,ch a pl~ uses the minimum 
a.Jllount of equipment it requil'es care:f'ul planning on the p~t of the teach-
er·and the pupils to make sure that both understanding and skill are de-
veloped. To some obs.ervers there seems to be much wasting of time and 
lac~ of interest on the part of many students who are part:l,.cipati~ in 
a food class~ Pe~son recognized that many teachers need much guidance 
. . . . . . . . . ~ 
in using this plan in teaching food preparation. _A_qu.estion frequ~ntly 
arises: wherein may this prog:r.-am be improved to encourage students to 
., ~· . .. . ., .. , . . . . . ·.. .' ., ' ... . . . 
accept responsibil~ty, create interest, DiQtiva,_te desire tor new learning, 
acquire needed skills and develop broad principles wh:t,ch may be appl~~ 
in future teaching-leariii~ procedures! 
ProbJ;ems Vital to a Well Organized Program 
, ...•.. , .. , .. , .... :···. - • ': . . -· ·:··"' ·, .. ,·, .·· - " •....... .,.. ... .. ,,,, ' . ..1 .... .• , •..• ,: .,. ····.. .... . . . :· -.-... ~:·. --· -·- -~ .... ,; . 
Tshis stutly does not suggest d;iscar~j,ng the te$cb.ing of food i~ re-
.. -- . '. : ... ~ ... ., ·, ... . . . . . :, •. :-: . ·- . : . . . .. ·. .,. . .. " ... . . . -: .. . . . .. 
4tion to a meal, £or good teach:l.n~ must develop out ot situation,s 
simi'.:!,ar to those found in every day living, but raises the question of 
giving more opportunity for practice lessons referred to as a part of 
the original idea and as suggested in th:e. outlines Fepared by graduate 
students under Pe.arson's supervision to include the development and ap-
plication of many principles or food cookecy pertinent to the meals plan-
ned. Practice lessons as the term is used in this study means actual 
peri'ormance or application of procedures frequently enough to insure not 
only the obtaining of knowledge but developing skill through repeated 
experience. Individual practice lessons may vary. Through rotating 
the use of equipment each student may have th$ opportunity to prepare 
foods and perform other necessary operations under careful supervi~ion. 
Planning, arranging time, and record keeping is imperative. Some practice 
lessons may be provided us:i,.ng group experimentation. Such practice should 
be ~receeded with a general class discussion, There are other practice 
opportunities which may be provided by using.demonstrations and home prac-
tice. When such practice is u.sed evidences should be obtained to show 
that work has been done and done satisfactorily. Most frequently the 
term is used to indicate opportunity for the individual to develop ·spa .. 
eific techniqueso 
The application of facts and the retaining of knowledge is difficult 
in nutritiono To present material in a challenging manner requires in-
genuity, alertness, and comprehensiveness on the part of the. teacher • 
. Cooking knowledge is only one part of the problem. Ability to manage 
time and preserve good human relations is also important. In the second-
ary schools boys and girls are beginning to see themselves as adults in 
their own homes. In what way can we challenge their initiative to learn 
to feed family :members in order to safeguard health; or a more baf'fiing 
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study might be to know how much of the family dollar to spend for food 
. . . . . .. ' . 
~d how to induce individuals to learn to eat that food which they need 
. . .• •,, '" ... ,.. . . . '• ... 
but are d~termined not to like? Beulah I. Coon, agent £or studies and 
. . ',•'· . . . . ...... . .... ,. ,. ... ,.,,- .. .. . 
research in home economics has this to say about.education: 
' . . . . .. ·: ... •··'··· 
In this country we recognize that education cannot be "given to•1 
··an individual. We lmow education does not result from the pouring in· 
or knowledge, but rather i'rom the development of abilities., attitudes, 
and understandings~a process requiring the active· participation of the 
individual. Education does riot 'consi~t primarily of "knowing some,h;i~, n, 
but ·l".ather of the power to use the· knowledge in living~·· the 'power t6 · · · · ·-
examine more fully, to live more richly. ·- An educated· person acts in.,., 
telligently, is s·ensitive to_ the needs or 'others; anl works more and · .
. more cooperatively with· others for the good or all .1 
• • ., . ' I • ~- ... ' • ·.,, ,• ' • • ,. ''.· ' .. 
While many teachers appear to be satisfied with their present or-
< 
ganization or teaching and their interpretation of group work in the pre-.. ·,... . . . . .. , ··' . . ,'.. . 
sentation or food in the four year program of vocational h~ e,collomies 
.. ' . ' ·.-~ . ·. ' .. . .. ·'· .· . . . ; . . . . . . .' . . . . . ', . : '. .-· .. 
others are alert to weaknesses. State s~pervisors and teachers raise 
these questions:. Where.in do the weaknesses lay? How can: the teaching 
... ·:··· .· ,. . .. ..• ' : ., ·; .· \ . :· -:·.. .. : . . : ... ......... ······:: .. . :- ,, .. ·"'· ..... · .. . 
. or food and nutrition be strengthened and tet be practical within the 
.. .... . • .. •.' ._.. . 
physical plant that prqvides not more than two food preparation units 
. . . ~.. ~=· . ... ;, 
for the entire department with the enrollment varying .:0.-om f'irteen to 
• • -~.. : .• '· • . • : .. ' • .i ·:, · •. .- . • . • .: ... • 
thirty? An analysis of these questions suggests others; 
- , ... :,.... .. . . . . ..... 
1. ,Are we covering basic essentials for which we are responsible, not 
the dry bones of the·subjeet, but stim.ulating the students curiosity 
as. to the why of certain phenomena, what·· the meaning is, and allocat-
ing adequate tilne_ for consideration of problems? 
'· ' ' 1·,:· ··: .... 
2~ Are the present practices in the teaching ot .food meetilig the needs 
·or students to t11e· fullest extent possible? 
3. .A:r:-e we trying out new patterns, recognizing what should be done and 
what can be . done in order to eucourage pr·obleiil solving techniqi.1.e in 
the teaching ot food ana.· nutrition? ·· · 
; 
18a~ulah I. Coon, Home Economics in Colleges and Universities of 
the United ·statesj· Vocatlona!.Divfsion"Bullelin. No~· ·244-;· Home ·Economies 
!d.ucatfoh Series 11fo~-· 26, p.· :2~. · . ... .. · · · · . · · . .. " 
... :. .. ,. .. . 
'~-· 
4 •. ~e we .. encouraging students to_ do decision-making? 
5, ~e tht:: goals in view clear and definite! 
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6. Do· teachers give the impression that their values are absolute and 
that they ·1cnow what is rightf · ··, · · · 
...... ; ... , ....... ,:. . ....... . 
7. Are we encouraging students to set standards or to accept the teach-
·e:rs standards? . . . . . .. 
8. Are we using preconceived standards, 'Whether they be good or '!:?ad, 
indifferent or wholly undesirable?· ·· · · · ' · 
. ·.' . : ...... : ·:,•·. 
9. Are we teaching students to work intelligently together in large and 
small groups!: .. . . . . 
10. Are we examining, our daily, monthly, and yearly activities and elim-
inating that which rio longer serves an important purpose'? 
. ' . . ... .~.. . ,. . . . ' .. " .;,. 
11. Are we presenting learning experiences which challenge the learner? 
.; . .. ' . . . . :: ... -··· 
12. Are we encouraging or relying too much on home experience without 
a.dequa.te'guida.nceto supplement our teaching procedures? 
. ' .·. . . .:.. 
1.3. Are we giving students in high school home economics classes an op-
jfortuni ty to learn to prepare one food in many ways and to observe 
the results of scientific procedure~to discover and apply princi-
ples in: laboratory praetice··and to ·use these principles··in the home 
ill ·one unit or over a period or years? 
14. Are we teaching students to use time wisely in food classes and to 
have a respect for home· economicst ·· · · ·· · · · · ' ,. · · 
15. Are our generalizations meaningful and do they imply the need for 
. action . or 'are . they to~ vague . or. completely lacking?: '.. . . 
These questions serve to point out broad generalizations which re-
. . . .. . . .. . . ., ~ . 
quire study on part of teachers and leaders in home economics if improve-
.. .. . . . ·..... .. .'. ,; 
ment is to take place. They ar,~ not new, however, to stress their im-
. . .. ,•;... ..·.\."" ,"•,:,. . "", . . . . . .: ... . . . 
portance, a review seems necessa:t7. SOJl¥3_ of t~~.se geru,iralizations that 
teachers have accepted include: 
·- .• .. ,. .... ' ,·: 
1. Nutritional :needs for healthy individuals can be evaluated through 
a working knowledge of 'the l3asie Seven in tenns ot the nut~ients ''each 
food group contains. . . . . .. ,·, ' ' . •.. .. 
~. '.; ... . . 
2. Supervision during meal pl~i:c.g, checking of recipes, making of time 
and work sehedule:s, ·calculating food co.st·s and marketings;- 'as well as 
the aetua.l preparation of·a meal is warranted· and. necessary • 
. ·. . . . ' ·.• . 
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3: The preparation of foods should be taught in terms of planning well 
balanced meals. More learning results' when students ar'e · gfven an 
opportunity to develop ·and use principles of cook?ry from the stand-












The teaching of nutrition in order to meet pupils' needs and to de-
velop interest necessitates skillful :planning. · ~ 
Ingenuity is required on the part of the teacher and purpose on part 
of students to prevent them from m~inorizing scientific facts to re-
tain them only until a grade 'is g;veri or until they pass the course. 
Students ma:7 memorize ·what they do not 'understand, they .may' learn 
t.o perform operations called for without knowing the why, and they 
can be helped to structure situations and ·thus 'learn to··tinderstand 
the relationship of the parts involved. 
The teaching of scientific facts related to food preparation to give 
meaning and to clarify needs of students, is done more efficiently 
when practice lessons are provided and used. · 
Intelligent buying in foods can be taught through a unit in market-
ing, correlating the material with actual problems of' buying foods 
to be served at school and at home. 
Principles of motion and time economy may well be used to improve 
the teaching of' management procedures in food classeso They may 
include problems such as: foods from the refrigerator and storage 
area, dishwashing, adequate storage space, seleet:i.011, care and cor-
rect use of equipment, the selection of' good working procedures · · 
for the job, and the best working procedures for the jobo 
Up-to-date files of material, conveniently located and arranged 
help students to locate information needed for problem solving. 
Entertaining and extending sincere hospitality within one's resourc-
es both in time and money and making one's guests feel at.ease is a 
desfred accomplishment which will require training and expel."ience 
on the part of the host and hostess and care.f'ul guidance on the part 
of the teacher. 
Knowing and using desirable table manners requires practice through 
s:upervised instruction. · 
Writing invitations and regrets is an art developed through good 
training and u.seo 
Learning to apply principles used·in stain removal and laundry re-
quires seeking information and applying facts fo'Wld in actual use 
and formulating the findings in terms of basic generalizations. 
Applying techniques or efficient housewifery requires business-like 
planning developed through systematic practice and use. 
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An analysis of' the problems that arise in the teaching of' food will 
:. :.. . . . . . . . .. . - . - .. : . - . . . : . . . : . . . ~ . 
t1erve to indicate the complexity-~ urgency of' the teaching situation. 
; . .· .-. . - . . . .. · ..... ·- • .. ····· .: . .. .. '. . . . .. 
At the secondary level of' education there are numerous problems that . '. . . . .. ···. . · ... ',' •' . . :·• . ·.. . .. • . ,. . .. · ···-
arise in teaching a food unito According to Education £or Home and Fam-
, • . .. •·. • !.. .1. , , ... • ....• ·~ . . • • .,. •. -· ···-~ •• • • • -. • ~-~"'r ... , .. 
i:1.y -~V:ir:lg:,. ~1£ te~chers ~e ~o .k.E3~:p :!1:o.J.11e eeo11omies _wor~ alive a well;.. 
rounded program must be presented. ~l~ .As Oliver C •.. Ca,rmiehe~l put it: 
,, .. ' . . ,· . ' ' •. ;. . ' . ' . . ., - . . i . . . . : ·. ~ ••··•• ..... ,i . ,,h·· .::: • • •• • ..... _ • -· ••• ~. ~- '.. :::: : •• :· ••• .,. ' : •• ·,,; 
~he dynamic qualit.;r of' ~ucation is lost if the subject matter is 
not some ·how related to li:f'e~·· The desire for knowledge, an important 
educa.tiol'ial obje'ctive,· ii'developed' by ·winging the students ·race' 'to 
f~~:)&~h ·z:,e.¥ pr~~;~~s in s~eh ,w~y ~s ·~o arouse-~ .~esir'if t~ .,~:eso~Je 
.A bro~ program in the food area~ 4ome~g will in~l'tliie ~eiection, 
' .... ,,. ·· ·· · ,-.. ·: • · ,, ' ' ~ ' I : : '· :' , · , ·,. -' .:. :···" ·• · · · ,, ,,' , 1;/:~ ,. ·:· ·:' . . ·. ,·,.-•;·1.', !·, . , . , . : . " .• ··:. ,.~ , . , . · ':· , .• '··" .: , •: ! : ~-- .: . ..... . 
prep~ation, serving, conservation, and storage or food. 
. . . . .. ' . ·. : . .· . •)•' -: ,•,'. . ,. ,' . ~.. . . ·. ·. .. . . 
. 'l:lhen tpe teacher knows that ~ettrrtlng beg;ns at tbe ievel or the 
-~--~ •.. • . 'ill'' ... ~.. ... .. . ..... ~- .. ,:·.· ·--~·, ·\·'••' ... ', \'.,:·· ..•. ,.•,: '• .,_. .. : ~- · •.. : ..•... ··-:·-:···· ·•. _,,. 
students ability and starts w~ere their needs and interests are sb,e will 
• • ,', • .. 1, • • ,, . , .. •,,,, •• ·: • • . ·:!' .. : \. . '. '. • . ·.· ·,·:··· \•,• .-.. ·. , .. ., .'· .. ,, ' . . ,"··. . •. . .. · . . : . ·. ':I ,,. ~. • i ,. . ·':· .. , " -· 
study pupils and ~he lo~al situati~ns in a communityo To de1;erniills .tlle 
'c • . . : • . • : . •• • • .• . " . . • .,. • • -~ • • •. .. • : • • • ~ •• , • '. •. •. : .: ·,' . 
needs and interest of pupils in food classes a survey or check sheet, 
.:· : .- .......... .. ; ... . ···.• .· ;'··. ,.'." •' .. .-i '\i~- -~· ". ·.~ ':'• ".· ' .. • :··· ... i ... ··\"".':/' ,·~· ..... ~:t• 
r:n: · teacher-pupil conferences and tea!Jhe.;r-pupil pµu;mi~g are valuable pro-
·1. . • . . • . • • ·:'.. ,·. ,.', . .' ... • . : ~ . .· : : ' .. , • .. ··.: ., . . - . . • ' . ,· . . . • • . . ·.. . ··~ . . .• ' • • .. ·' ..•.. : ' . . . 
eedtn"es. A_f'ter the teacher knows where to begin she must plan ways of 
; ,' ',• •'I< \,.,,.,., ;J' • C ! : ;.'• , .. ,,," ., • •, ••' C < '• '' ,, .,:;; ',,,."·'•''•,• "',•., ,,',, ,:·' ,:,,:_'•' I•, .. , •, ', ' ' •:, ' 
keeping st.ll4ents alert aJl4 l(illing. Education fOJ! Hoine .· and Family sug;-
• . . ..• . . ·• •. .. . ' •t, . • ' . ~-- • ' . "" ·- ' ~ , ·. •' .. 
gea~st 
The next problem is to arouse inter.est and to keep it stimulated. 
,Again; no ·set pattern cm{'be.given~ Each teacher· shou1d:'lai'ow he~· group, 
-·the situation, and ·the ways of creating "interest iri a pat•ticillar wnt·o ... · .
.. • :~ r I ti• o,\ ~. • • " ', " ' • ;' •:· ' •• ., .... 0 ' " •, " " I ~ ., • • .,, •: , ' • •I ' ' ; • "' 
-~•. Gui~:;.;:;~~~ii~~~by ~ :::~:~hk ,,,~:$~rig fr£· -:iibii~e~:P-t:·~ie~; 
tiri._No. 6$1; ·Baton Re>uge, Louisia.na.,·-(194s); p. '74; ' ·· ... . · .
. .,, .. ·:~oQliver··o. G~~chaei', "Negle.ct;d ,A?:°~fls· in Education,": lleprinted 
from the. Forty:seventh .Ami.ua.l 'Report or··· the. _qarnegie Foundation for the. 
Advancement or 1ea.ching," £or the year ending ~une 30;:·1952., through the 
'courtesy of the'atithor~ Bulletin• American As oaiation tJniversit Pr~. 
gessors, VoL 38: No~ 3;···: J\.utumn·, ·19·$2 p.'-,.3~·9. . .·- ............ ,,... . ' . 
• .. . . , .... ,... .• • ... , • ~ .: . "d . ....... . . . . '·'. . ... , ,• . , ..• 
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This approach is essential if the desired results are to be attained. 
The personality of the class members as well as that of the teacher will 
make each interest approach different.21 
A desired goal in a food class is to have a group of girls enjoyin~ 
planning, selecting, preparing, and serving nutritious and pleasing meals 
at school and homeo To make laboratory work in food purposeful requires 
do1.U.i4• 
:\forking in the kitchen is a serious responsibility but can be fun 
if one learns to manage work rather than letting work manage youo Cook-
ing requires imagination, ingenuity and originality because it is both 
a science and an art. If students and teachers are~to work together 
in a unit harmoniously doing problem solving it is wise to establish 
some desirable habits and practices to be set up in the kitchen to in-
dicate the direction of growth. A,ccording t.o Alice M~ C,hild and ~thryn 
l:L Niles: 
The goal of food . study should be to develop the . abi.li ty to plan 
meals.and to select and prepal".e food, so that optinium·meals·ror the 
.family may result with a reasonable expenditure of ti.me and efi'ort, and 
the wise use or money. · · · · ·· ·· ··· · 
!f students possess a knowledge of nutrition and the scientific 
£acts and principles·.which explain why certain practices a.re accepted 
and others are not, they are more likely tc(prepare appetizing meals 
which will fut>nish adequate nutrients at a reasona.ble cost, and less 
likely to continue J?ractices which have been shown to be unsa.tisfactory.22 
The writer does not assume that at the secondarylevel of edll;c:,ation 
students will have a need or an interest in detailed chemical analysis 
. . 
of f"oodso Teachers introducing n~trition must not pour out a series 
of subject matter and facts assuming that by some mag;c the student will 
21Education for Home and Family Living, . op. cit~, p. 74. 
22Aliee M. Child and Kathryn B. Niles, Food Pr~paration Studies, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., (New York, 1938);. pp~ 1ii,1~· >··. . . ·· .. 
.. ,,,:· ........ ,. ' .... ', ., .. ·., .... 
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ruse t~e ~~lated material automatically to produce an ~d11cated per~on. 
The writer believes that in order to ma~e nutrition meaningful to high 
' . ,, ·,-:. . ... . . .. ... . ... 
school students the teacher must be alert in presenting scientific facts 
. • .• • • •.. • • ••· !"· • 
in such terms that students can under13tand them and se~r them in relation-
ship to ~heir own needs. Accord:ing t,o:Qarmicha.el: 
. ' .· ·, . .. . .. - ········· .. .. : ' .. ·. .. ..... . .. : ...... : _ ..... .. 
While the acquisition of fact~ adds to one's knowledge, it may not 
c.ontribttte t6 understanding. Learning ~inlp.ortant .facts or· failure to· 
interpret signitieant oneetis ·eq-ually··sterileo· .· 'l'he requirement ·or m~e 
course reading matter than the'.student can digest ·ma.y·retard rather than 
aid 'edticatiohal ·progress~ The conseientiotts ·studeiit . who . day- after . day''·. 
stretches' liis mi.rid to encompass a large.body bf -t~r~al 'without tfm.e 
to reflect C>J;l it may develop h3.d. intellectual ·habits and a warped judg-
ment as to the'meanin.g of education •. Too great emphasis upon breadth 
ot knowledge without adequate attention to depth and meaning" :ts a too common error~ 2.3 . · · · · · . · · 
The following objectives indicate the direction of ertort and out-
·····,.·· ··· ,·. r,' '· ,•. I ·•· ' , •·· : ·, • • ,.. · • 
comes which many teachers feel are desirable in a food cl~ss. 1'hey b~ 
.. ~. . . . ... . . . .. . - - . . . . ' ... ,; . "' ~ .. ~ :. : . '. ... ' '.:: ... ~ 
lieve that it may be expected that the student will~ . . . . . ~ . 
l. develop the desire to improve rood habit~. 
2. develop acceptance for foods that have not previously been included 
'in the cl:iet. . . .. . . .. 
3. prepare foods ~o they are appetizing, appealing and so that they re-
tain the maximum amount or the natural. food value. . . . . . . . 
4o develop a desire to repeat the process or processes in cookery ~hieh 
are most likely to produce the most attractive, palatable, and nutri-
tive product. · ·· · 
5o enjoy preparing foods tor ~he family. 
6. develop a need tor evaluation or fim,shed products. 
7 ~ be able to plan menus, adequate in nutritive val.ue within keeping or the tam.1.ly income·. .. . . ' . . . . .··. . . 
8. develop the skill to .manage time, energy, and equipment ef'f'eetively 
when 'W'Ol"kingWith foods. 
23:Bulletin; American Association University }?rof'essors., op. cit., 
p. 363~ . . '• . . . · .. · 
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9. ~arn to work and to feel responsible for keeping the surroundings 
in order and to develop habit$ of personal cleanliness. . . 
. Planning will include such steps toward meal preparation as: menu 
making, checking of recipes clea.rifying techniques, and making of time 
and work schedules. Before students can be expected to plan and serve 
adequate meals they should first be given the opportunity to uuderstand 
the development of the Basic Seven,24 its true meaning and value in meal 
plt:lllningo Meal planning should raise this question--how does one know 
and develop good food habit~~ Good nutrition means right eating, bet,ter 
health, and happier lives. H.F. Kilander i'1I'ites: 
Nutrition is now a science because enough facts have been discovered 
through research to form a scientific basis for detel;'mining what foods 
we need to eat. We no longer need to depend upon hearsay, folklore, or 
tradition to be our guides in regard to what we should or should not in-
clude in our diet. 25 · · · · 
If' students are encouraged to plan and check menus on a week or a ten 
day basis a greater variety of foods will be provided. It is a safe way 
to calculate food nutr~ents to meet the body requirements. The many 
factors which influence menu planning such as age, sex, occupation, 
'M • ,• •" o• 
activities of family members, season and climate, experience and equip-.. ~ ... '· .. . . 
ment available need to be oonsideredo Age, sex, a1;1,d activities are fre;.. 
quently considered the three most important points. 
A meal must be more than nutritious, it must.have ere appeal as well 
as taste appeal. In order to assist students with their menu planning 
and ~election of recipes recent literature such as cooking encyclopedias, 
cookbooks, magazines and newspapers which oontain authorative information 
24.rhe Wheel of Good Eat:tng, Eat Foods From Each Group Daily, .Ameri-
can I>istitute 'or Baking·j Chicago, Illinois., (1945). , 
25H. F. Kilander, Nutrition For HeEil~h, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., (New York, 1951), p .. 3. . ., 
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concerning the preparation of foods should be conveniently located. There 
are many ways and methods of preparing food. There are approved approach-
es--good food is based on a collection of good patterns for cooking. To 
become a good cook it is wise to start with a basic pattern in order to 
lay a good foundation and to learn the fundamentals for the procedures 
or processes which are most likely to produce the most attractive, palat-
able, and nutritive products in the preparation and serving of simple 
good foods. Good food is based on high standards and good patterns for 
cooking with consideration to proportion, relationship and effect. The 
need for this is emphasized by these statements of Susan Adams Mueller: 
Speaking of good cooking patterns, take biscuits for instance. If 
you have a good biscuit pattern, then you can easily niake delightful 
quick cinnamon rolls; you can make old-fashioned strawberry shortcake, 
so light, cri·sp, and tender it actually does melt in your mouth. You 
can make a savory pie or crisp meat turnovers. There is nothing to equal 
that basic pattern for laying the fottndation. With these fundamentals 
n.astered, you can branch out into the most elaborate menus with no hesi-
tation, for elaborate menus are simply .fundamentals with frills. Every 
ioman knows that her basic dress'is the most valuable gown in her 'ward-
robe. Once you invest in this dress variations are simple. This is 
just as true for basic food patterns.26 
Teachers who use the problem solving technique encourage students 
to determine cooking procedures to preserve valuable food nitrient$ and 
develop habits of c],eanliness and sanitation in working with f'ood. A 
bit of research dealing with the principles of cookery might reveal 
variation of practices and need for stressing simple but important needs 
in the teaching procedure. Turn back the pages of history in the teach-
ing of foods to eggs. History pertaining to egg cookery shows that em-
phasis has been placed on different factors. Not too many years ago 
teachers thought, it most important that the egg be washed just before 
26susan Adams Mueller, How-To-Cook Book, A. A. ·wyn, Inc., (New York, 
1951), p. 14 .. 
breaking--because the shell of any egg had bacteria which may be spread 
if precaution for cleanliness was not observedo Today quite a different 
factor receives more stress--skill in breaking an egg by slightly tap-
ping it with the cutting edge of a silver knife. No mention is made of 
cleanliness. Are both points not importan~J The stressing of scientific 
facts in processes of cookery along with skill, techniques, and manipula-
t.ion in meal preparation need to receive just attention. The need fw 
teaching sanitation might be further emphasized. All too frequently a 
worker in a commercial or a home food preparation center blends ingTe= 
dients, tastes food, and continues food preparation using the same piece 
of equipment without stopping to wash it, never thinking of the millions 
of germs spread yhich a.re as llarmful to bodies as lack of the proper 
nutrientse Care and use of equipment is another point of importance. 
Most homemakers agree the:re.is no substitute fw careful b~ng and geed 
management o The life of good cooking equipment is not determined by .the 
price nor its beauty but through proper use, treatment, mad care it w:IJ,:t. 
render many years of service. To make food work practical the question 
then arises--are the little but important things being neglected in the 
area of food preparation1 
In order to eradicate some of the poorer householcl preparation prac-
tices supervised experience needs to be given in the preparation of food, 
especially that which utilizes the principles developedq The writer be-
lieves effective ways of making what is taught useful and usable are: 
1. The teaehing of scientific facts and principles, to give meaning and 
to cla:d.fy needs of students, is done more efficiently when practice 
lessons as previously defined are provided and used. 
2. The teaching of food cookery through teacher demonstrations, teacher-
pupil demonstrations, pupil demonstrations, and commercial demonstra-
tions is valuable if followed by practice lessons. 
.3. Standards of food preparation can best be evaluated and developed 
when real materials are used that shc;,w contrasts between good and 
poor products. The money spent for providing such material is well 
used.' · · 
4. To make cooking interesting and results more certain, students need 
to understand the principles underlying the cooking of different 
foods rather than to blindly follow the cookbook. 
5 •. At the secondary level of homemaking education in Okla.llama the space 
and equipment available lim:i,.ts the use of practice lessons and calls 
for skillful planning on the part of the teacher if the teaching 
skills in food preparation is one of the objectives. 
(n~w.1ing . in a !ood Class 
In a food class provision must be made to distribute responsibili= 
ties to insure equal opportunities for learning experiences. There will 
be individual and group responsibilities rotating around problems of 
menu making; staying within a budget; marketing; food preparation,; laun-
dry; selection of' equipment; care and use of equipment; table se:rvice; 
table manners; securing information; working well with others; complet-
ing tasks undertaken within a given length of time; and learning to work 
and to use good study habits. ;tf such experiences are to stimulate growth, 
I responsibilities must be more than assigned duties. They must become a 
' 
I 
part of one's way of' living for when anything is really learned it af-
fects the way people live~ ,According to Mursell, "the only means we have 
J 
of affecting the way people live an~ to shape their personalities is to 
get them to learn things.27 1 
Cooking is like most jobs, planning makes it easier. To relate 
school experiences to situations found in most homes requires planniz,.~ 
t~ buying carefully in order to make a budget stretch. A wise homemaker 
cheeks recipes against ingredients on hand and makes a m.arket order. 
27Psychology For Modern Education, op. cit., p. 29 
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It takes planning to learn how to prepare each separate food for a meal. · 
Good planning requires that some foods be,prepared in advance of actual 
meal preparation. Hot foods to be served are planned co~sidering t~e 
a.mount of oven and range space. Efficient planning c;lls .for.an order· 
of preparation to insure that all foods are to be re~y to serve at once. 
Sarah Field Splint says: 
This matter of serving hot food ~ and cold foods ~ happens 
to be one of those fundamental rules which no woman who aspires to be 
a good housekeeper can make light of. It just w to bedone, however 
it is accomplished.28 
It takes planning to :make days come out right to insure the functioning 
and order of simple things which play an important part in the happinefls 
of the homemakers home life. 
Importance of Selection of Foods 
High school boys and girls show a great interest in food, therefore., 
·,, 
it is an excellent opportunity to teach a liking for a variety of f'ood .. s 
. . . . 
and the effect eating habits play in determining the amount:of' pep and 
energy one has as well as the effect on appearance and persQnality. This··· 
f; 
is in agreement with Throckmorton: 
Food is important to the high-school gµ-1 both from a nutritional 
point of view and from the effect of diet on appearance alld personality. 
Girls at this age are especially sensitive to overweight and to s~. · 
blemishes.and Jll'e apt to follow unwise_praetices to correct such eondi~ 
tions. The approach to proper diet through the avenue of pe~sonal ap-
pearance should appeal ·to the high-school girl. Right attitudes .toward 
a weli balanced diet, good food·, habit~ and a. scientifically ·questioning 
mind toward food fads need emphasis. 2 · · · . ·.·· ' .· . . 
This is the time when homemaki~ teachers can create or kill interest 
in foods.· 
.· 28sarah Field Splint, The Art of Cooking and Serving, : ~octor and . 
Gamble, Cincinnati, Ohio, (1934), p. 1. · · ·· · '· 
· · 29rssued by Adel ·Fo Throckiliorton, A Guide for Home Ec6nomies, lCansas 
Secondary Schools, (Fall, 1949), p. 104. · · '·· ·· 
.·, 
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The average American family ·· spends a large percent ot the income 
tor food. Conserving nutritional elements in food preparation and mak-
ing meal service attractive are important to the econ0111io.weltare of the 
' . .. ( 
family. c.ost alone is not an indication ot a good meal, foods chosen 
tor their nutritive value though low in cost will pq larger dividends 
in health than expensive foods chosen at random. Pood need not be ex-
pensive to be delicious. Shrewd homemelcers serve tood that is less ex-. . 
pensive yet high in nutritive value and delicious because of' the we:, it 
is prepared. .~ccording to some authorities, ~ericans waste from twenty 
to thirty percent or the food produced each year in the United States. 
One fourth to one third or this huge waste takes place in the homes 
throu,gh unintelligent selecting, incorrect preparation, improper storage, 
preparing food in too large a quantity, and leaving tood on the plate. 
These £actors add to the importance of' ,selection in tood classes. 1Through-
out the unit emphasis should be placed on intelligent bupD.g and knowledge 
ot tood costs, selection or quality, the wise use of' labels, the inter-
pretation or advertising, the formation ot good shopping habits, and the 
storage and care of tooci. 
In .~erica traditionally the f'atber is considered responsible tor 
the financial support of the family and the mot~ responsible for the 
health. ¥ea.1th is wealth--the richest person in the world becomes the 
poorest when he has lost his baalth. Intelligent selecting and careful 
. . . '· .. ·' ..... 
b\v'ing play a most. important part he~e. Food shoppers will plan better 
use of' their money through the use of a budget. The more limited the 
budget the more earef'ul the plans n~ed to be to meet the family.' s nutri• 
'··' . . . . . . . .: '• 
tional requirement13. Marketing can be done more economically and a bet-
ter variety will be had if menu planning is done on a weekly or ten day 
... ' .. . . ' . 
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basis. Menus planned in advance are subject to change. Often changes 
are made because or better buys offered at the market Cf!' the arrival of 
guests. Even with many changes preplanned menus will serve as a good 
take-off to thriftier household management. Records being unavailable 
in Oklahoma the w.riter surmises that a greater percent of the homes plan 
meals, not in advance, but just before each meal. 
During a period of rising prices it is particularly important to 
exercise good buying judgment. Practical information for consumers need 
appears on labels of food. Ne~ publications are constantly being issued 
which describe types of labels. Many co11ta.in clever drawings and are 
informative and easy to read. They may furnish ~ertinent information 
telling what to look fCf!' on labels to obtain the best money value as well 
as protection against misbranded products. 
A market is a place to learn through comparing and studying labels. 
Consulting newspapers for food specials can be used beneficially in 
teaching food selecting procedures. Field trips to grocery stores to 
learn to select produce to study labels and sizes of cans; to butcher 
shops and to frozen f'ood lockers are recommended and will give experiences 
in every day living. 
Food Preservation 
Knowing when it is wise to preserve food.a at home will aid in plan-
nL~g well balanced, inte~esting meals, at a reasonable cost. Choice or 
method to be used whether hot water bath, open kettle, pressure cooker, 
dryingi1 freezing, preserving, pickling, salting, smokuig or cold storage 
depends upon the home situations. An interest in food prese:rvation may 
be intorduced through a display of a wide variety of home C8ll1led food, 
a display of spoiled food caused by mold, yeast, or bacteria, tµld a dis-
play or recommended canning equipment. As the New Mexico State Guide 
" 
has noted, 11to make the unit .fit the needs o.f the pupil, experience should 
be based on a nutritional standard that is attainable in terms of the 
mone; the .family has to spend for food~ wllat can be produced at home."~O 
Producing foods a.t ho~ eo?nomica;q.y is one means of stretching the food 
budget. The unit in food preservation in Oltls.homa. might be in the spring, 
dur:ing strawberry season 13.lld at the time when spinach and peas are avail-
. . . . : '.·· , ... · ·. . ' . 
able or in the early fall when there is an abundance of pears, peaches, 
green beans and tomatoes. Products may be available on the market for 
a varied food preservation program and ~ta reasonable cost which may 
A ' • • ' • . . ' ' • ' . 
not be obtained at a later date. Introducing a school activity Qr:. home 
projects here might well emphasize production and use of garden vegeta-
• •• ,,d 
blE!s and fruits from tlle back-yard garden or family orohar:d. .Pr~uoing 
one's own food is a means or cutting food costs. Gardening is one phase 
.. :•. 
of the project and a oarry~over of food preservation when food is avail-
able for canning and thereby extends the progTam of t~e class room. 
AQ.h.ieving High Standards in Food PrefLaration 
.. :., .. . "" ......... , ... . .. . "•"': .... ,. . . .. , ..... " ~ '. .. .: . . 
At th~ secondary level of, education it is not asaimed that cne food 
course or the four year program in homemaking instruction will develop 
excellent cooks. Child and Nil.es call attention tq this when they say: 
·. •: .- ...... 
Manipulation, skill, the. recognition of desirable ·standards, and 
menagement ability are achieved only through much practice. · · HowEiver·, 
one· term of instruction in thi's field may aoQomplish a great deal in a 
relatively short time, if optimum use is· made ot vai"ious techniques 
which have been developed.31 · · 
To beoome a good cook requires more than the bli~ following or a 
30,_rom, Wiley, Department o:f Public Instruction Superintendent and . 
Mary Gillespie, Division or Vocat.ional Hc,me Economics Supervisor, ~-
makim&; A S~gested Guide f'or Planning Learning Experie!3ices, State or 
New Merloo, {1951)., p. 159. · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · 
31food Preparation Studies, o;e. oi;t., p. 1. 
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recipe. Good cooking doesn't just happen~ it isn't luck. Beginners 
', . . ·. ,,,: . .. .. .. . 
can learn to be good cooks by learning a few basic rules about using a 
reliable recipe. There are rules and reasons in cooking just as there 
are rules and reasons in inte:r:'ior decorating, book keeping, or playing 
a piano. The effect of mixing, the effect of heat, the effect of time, 
. ' . 
the effect of ingredients, the effect of overmixing is to mention only 
... ·.. :· . ... . ... 
a few of the causes determining thE:l quality of t'.b,e finished product. 
Frequently we hear such conversation as, 11 ! had good luck wi.th my pie 
.. .. . .... 
today," or "I had bad luck with my muf:f'ins yesterc,iay." Luck causes 
. ;:,,, ' ' I ' .. ,_,. ' 
neither the success nor the f'ailure of a product. Ruth Berolzheimer has 
made this point: 
To become a good cook means to gain a lmowledge of foods and how 
they behave, and skill in manipulating them. The recipe by itself, help-
ful as it is., will not produce a good product; the hwn.an being using the 
r,cipe must interpret it and must have skill in handling the materials · 
it, prescribes;.3~ · '· ·· • · · · · · ·· · 
Luck will pley. a less important part in culinary art when students are 
given the opportunity to prepare and evaluate a food thr9ugh different 
methods of' cookery using experimental procedur~s. Thl-ougb reading and 
. . ·• ,,, ' " 
doing and ~ot ju.st talking students have products tar comparison which 
will help to develop intelligence in cooking procedure:f. Oral reports 
·. '.. . ... 
in class by students is a means of oover3,.ng a vast amount ot material. 
How effective or how much knowledge is retaine4 by this·method is open 
to question. This point is emphasized hr Pearson, who points out that 
• ' ,.,, ,.. ,, - •••• •, ·: ·::· •.•.. • •• ,. . • . • •• • ••• ! 
llbenefits lay in the reading, not in the reportin8 of it.a.33 
' :., . . ., . i . . ., .. ·. : . . " ,. . ... '.' . !" ... 
3?R11th Berolzheimer, he American Vo . · Coo Bo l , Ci1l1Dary Arts 
~nstitute., Garderi City Publishing Co~·;· Iri.e'., Se·w York,· 1940),: ·p~ I .. 
,. ' .. J~llie V. Pear~o;, A Stud ~f Prof'essi~nal Home Eoon ... o~ Educa~ 
tion Courses in the 'Light ·o:r·the Demooratic-·Ideal,· 194I ; ·p·. 173 .. ~· .. , , ... 
• ,;.,,.:.~ .'··· -~ ........... 1,,.-, .... i...: ... , ..... ~ ... I., ..... :. f'·'· ... ,,., ... , .... ,h ..... 1.£i.l, .... , .. ~.·-·····.'"'"'"'··•"'' .... , .... ,.,,.·,.~\.·, ... ·, ,,, ...... ~ '"!"' •:··'· .ti .~ ... "" ., .. ,,: .,J.. .•...• ,,.:..... ..... . . :··' .•:. 
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~n f8J!lily centered meal preparationj wh~n one is the cook as well 
as the waitress, there ar~ certain things to take into consideration,~, 
a meal should be nourishing, a meal should be reasonably easy to.prepare, 
and should gi:ve the family pleasure in the way it is served. To work 
e,t":fioiently in the kitchen teachers strive to develop the realization 
that good organization saves time and energy through the establishment 
of desirable habits and practiceso The slogans, "A plaee fo::r everything 
•. . - . . . . . ,. . 
and everything in its plaoe" and "Let your head save your heels11 are 
worth advocating in all working areas. Eqm,.pment used and returned to 
the proper place saves energy and time. Using principles of management 
in a cooking area is an art. Time and energy can be spared through use 
qf time saving techniques. If we want a student to learn something we 
rm.i.J:lt make that thing a part of his envirorunent, so that he m.a.y see it, 
live with it, be influenced by it. A repetition of instructions on basic 
subjects such as food habits, cooking principles, a.nd good housekeeping 
is desirable throughout the unit. 
The following points may serve to summarize some of the ~eneral ob-
jectives to be striven for in food preparation: 
>1 . Ability to practice efficient management of time, energy, orderli-
ness9 and cleanlinesf3 in the kitchen. · 
,{2. . Ability to work at a reasonable speed.-:,. 
J. Ability to use many techniques of preparation. 
4. ,A;bility to practice good work habits during food prepa.ration.-,c.. 
5. Ability to measure accurately and to be economical of food supplies:f-
6. Ability to use basic principles of cookery in practice and in meal 
·· preparation at home iEmd at school. 
·1; 7. P .. bility to prepare and serve attractive foods )when and wherever 
foods enter into the program. ' · 
8. Ability to prepare and have ready to serve more than one .f'ood at a 
time. 
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9, Ability to use and care for equipment in foods laboratory.\~ ,,, 
10. Ability to see and understand relationships of ingredients such as 
a.mount of flour to milk., baking powder to .f.'lour., f'at to sugar, ancl · 
o~hers in basic recipes. 
11. Ability to plan and serve nutritive meals meeting the daily require--
me:nts. ·· 
x 12. Ability to use table service oorrect for the oocasion and to apply 
individual initiative in improving table manners.· 
7 1.3. Ability to do efficient plannin4s to keep linens ready for use a.t 
all times. · 
14. Ability to develop and apply generalizations. 
I_he F,a:mily?-feal 
It is at the table where the members 0£ the family meet most Qften. 
In many homes, this is about tlle only time that the whole family comes 
together for any length of time, so it behooves homemakers to make family 
meals pleasant. Mealtime is a time ror sharing interests, for cementing 
human relationships with the family or family and friends, and for good 
fellowship, Gr.aciousness and warm hospitality should r,u.e, In most 
homes the use of table etiquette and style of food service need to be 
chosen with common sense to insure enjoyment or the meal. Well-bred 
people a.void display and do only.as much as oiie can do well leaving the· 
eJ..-treme expressions of' style to those who have money and servants to 
. ' . . . ' ' ' 
carry them out. Honest motives and ease in management can develop a 
. . . -· . 
social life that is simple and charmin,s. Bet~ ~ailey MoI.ean says, 
In the ideal family life, table service, table manners, and table 
conversation should be essentially the same, whethel' there is company 
or whether there is just the family gTou.p. Meal planning and table ser-
vioe are too often thought of in terms of entertaining guests. Actually, 
good meals, :1ell serve~ to a va~l ... m.anne~ed tamilJ, are or great, impo1•tanoe 
to the healtn and happiness of t.he f'a:m.ily group. A 
3~eth Bailey Mclean, Meal P1£HUJifli ,WJQ, ,!,a,~;ei ~e~,o~, Charles ~· 
Be1'lnett Publication, (1949), pp. 18 and 15. · 
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Table service standards should be within vision and fina~cial reach 
of the students. The goal is to encourage girls to know how to set a 
cov·er in good taste and to see that the direct appl:i,ca.tion of school 
work to their own homes and to the homes they will occupy as hostesses. 
As McLean points out, "we should teach them to be ingenious, original, 
and clever in furnishing a dining room and in serving meals proportionate 
to their inco:me.35 
In teaching table service information from many authorities should 
be available. This is the one time in food preparation that it seems 
desirable to agree on the use of one reference. This apparent realiza-
tion becaJne evident through research in the :aome Economies Practice House 
at Oklahoma .Agricultural and Mechanical College. Through a study it was 
learned there were fourteen different ways to fold and place napkins. 
All are correct but confusing to the learner. Therefore, using one -writ-
er as an authority for a well-set table seems adv:i,sable in the homemak-
ing education programo 
~ 
The over-all purpose of the work of the foods unit is to develop 
in students the ability to plan and prepare efficiently, serve effectiv-
ely, and preside graciously. The teachers enthusiasm portrayed while 
working with the group will have a decided bearing upon how much stu-
dents are 1,r~imulated to use what they have learned in their present 
homes and their homes of tomorrow. One of the greatest problems of 
teachi11g is how to stimulate the· maximum possible development of ·!;he 
~....,_,-.,,.=,,.._~·-~1;:3. . ' .· ' ., . ., 
35Ibid .. , p. 159. 
-~ 
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student's abilities and to eliminate the natural tendenoy or wanting to 
use preconceived standards whether they be good or bad, indifferent, 
or wholly undesirable. This is a challenge to the teacher, her respon-
sibility is g:reat, and she must have definite clear cut aonoepts whioh 
she can document because her influence reaches fa.:r into the future, 
PART III 
TECHNIQUES DESIGNED TO IMPROVE TEE T~CHING 
OF FOOD PREP~TION 
In the study of food preparation there are an unlimited nu.mber of 
approaches which will help stimulate the interest of boys and girls in 
the important fundamentals and scienti.fic bases which underlie approv-
ed practices and processes in food preparatipn. There is a need for 
students to acquire a clear conception of what satisfactory food stand-
ards are through laboratory experiences designed to develop skill, to 
perfect techniques, and to gain control of manipulative processes in 
meal preparation. Home Economics supervisors and teachers in the 
secondary schools of Oklahoma seem to be agreed that there is need for 
improving the teaching of' food and nutr;i.tion, It is obvious that a 
study dealing with all the problems involved would be too complicated 
and too~onsuming to attack. The specific problem selected f~r study 
was: 11 How can the teaching of food preparation in Oklaho:m.a. high schools 
be strengthened?" 
The major hypothesis upon which this study was based asSUlll.ed that 
the teaching of foods to high school boys and girls could and should 
be improvE:id. Basic assumptiorJS which seemed fundal'!lentally important 
for arousing interest in problem solving techniques w~re; 
1. More real .le.arning will take place and bet,ter food practices will 
resuJ.t when teachers get a clear idea of and teach students how to 
develop the sJ::dlity "to think through problems in the planning of 
meals and the preparation of food~ to generalize on the basis of 
experirnentation, to check wit.h authority and -~o conciously apply 
the generalizat:l.ons arrived at in school and at home . 
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2. It- is essential .. arid tresirable that-· teachers be· ·a.1ert '"and· use iiige;;;,.··· 
.. nm ty ·m· presenting meaning@·· ·seient:ttio · ma.teriar·during ·the· ··study 
and preparation ·or rood to a.vo5~d having etudeni;s J.~~n a hodgepodge 
ot facts whieh may not be at one 1:s command to solve problenis when . 
needed. 
3. If devices a.re developed or ma.de a'!"9.ila.ble whereby students ean 
evaluate their ow achievement' and oheok their p:rogresei toward the 
goals set, one :may anticipate gc-eater progress than it production 
itself' were the sole gciaL · · ·· 
4. If certain aspects of the course a.re analyzed so that relevant and 
important materials are stressed, students are ·more likely to :master 
essentials. ··· 
5. If students as well as tea.ehers have clearly in mind the goals to-
ward which they are stJ;"ivin.g more rapid: progress is to be expected. 
6. Student learning will be stimulated as the teacher develops her own 
~bility t,o ust'l sound psychological procedures. · ·· 
7. Teachers need to know how to think them'3elves in order to develop 
critical thinking or real problem solving ability in students. 
. . . . ,·· . 
Teachers need to recognize the many types of learning activities 
' . ' ··. 
·t;hat must be provided within the total food area and organize activities 
so the class group can work wit:h one activity at a time during the ear-
lier stages of teaching in developing concepts of behavior and clari:r.r-
ing standards. This can be done by using a variety of teaching tech-
niques. After broad concepts have been developed and standards accepted 
the group procedure may be used to an advantage in developing ways of 
working similar to those used in homes. However, it must be recognized 
that the supervision of a group of students attacking a problem from 
many angles simultaneously taxes the ingenuity and endurance of even 
an experienced, well prepared teacher. It means that more opportunities 
need to be used for study:t~ ways of teaching foods in Oklahoma high 
schools .. 
Home Economists as teachers in the Oklahoma. secondary schools face 
the challenge to enrich emd. broaden the work now being given in food 
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classes to meet the needs or those being taught. Teachers working alone 
and teachers working together need to look critically for both strengths 
and weaknesses in ~heir present offerings to build a more functioning 
program. 
Basically the role of the teaeh~r is that of directing learning 
experiences which will promote the fullest possible growth and develop-
ment or the individual student. According to Ivel Spafford, "Final 
responsibility ror what education means to students rests la,rgely in 
the hands of the teacher.36 Team work and faith in those who are try-
ing to help are essential in the foUlldation of any good school. 
Teaching to 'be valuable must have direction. To do, good teaching 
teachers need to have tentative, ~orth-wh:U.e,. usable plans which repre-
sent up-to-the-minute thinking centered in learning units of sufficient 
scope to be interesting and challenging to both teacher and student, 
yet sufficiently limited to make it possible to attack problems in-
telligently. L. Thomas Hopkins makes t~is point, "The only excuse for 
teaching is to produce learning of higher quality than children can 
achieve without a teacher.".37 What the student learns in foods work 
depends 1.n part upon the learning experiences he has. Many strengths 
exist in the present practices of teachers in planning learning experi-
ences, however both teachers and supervisors agree that two major weak-
nesses exist. The first is: Much teaching is subject matter centered. 
The Second is: Many teachers are trying to find one pattern to follow 
instead of teaching pupils to think and apply what they have learned • 
.36rvol Spafford., Fundamentals in TeJ?.,9hing ~me Economics, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., (New York, 1951), p~ 28. ·· · · · · ··· · · ·· ·· 
·371. Thomas Hopkins, Inte~aetion~ The Democratic Process, D. O. 
Heath and Company, (Boston, 1941), p. 141. · · · · · 
j 
. S,uoh teaohers are merely doing a job for the job's sake ra,ther than 
teaching for growth. In relation to tl\e first many tea~hers Seelll to 
believe that certain home economics subject matter is important to t~ach 
in f'oocls and that this requires preplanning vhieh must be followed in 
detail. others say ~JJ~~ ~~~ai;~d dire<:'tion destroys initiative and that 
such teaching usually' results in having students memorize to hand back 
to the teaehero The second weakness is in trying to tind a single pat-
tern :f'or teaching foods. It is extremely doubtful it a ·common pattern 
can be found or that if found it would be desirable. In fact there is 
much evidence in the educational literature that patt,rns hinder rather 
than promote class work. Teachers w:ho seek a class pattern are losing 
many of the values in other good praetioes--food work becomes im.practj,-
eal, new ideas are not tried out, laborato.ry work results in doing a 
. - . ~ 
meal ~or the meal's sake. To attain the la:rger goals, teachers need 
to improve the c,ondi14.ons or learning. This involves studying an!i do-. '. . . . . . 
ing a great many different things; using a wide variety of teaching 
procedures; learning pertinent information pertaining to the pr,paration 
of foods by exploring, experimenting, and carrying out different pro-
jects. Finally such values a:re sw:nmarized by organizing the taets 
learned into generalizations and principles to be used and applied in 
meeting other situations as they arise. 
Developing BehaviOl:' ~own as Thinking 
'!'here are many teehniq~s of teac4ing which develop in students 
the· behavior known as thinking~ According to ~. Othanel $!11th, "We are 
concerned.in te,lcM.ng w:1.th the improvement of thinking. n.3S The processes 
.38B. otha.nel Smith, "The Improvement of Critiea.i Thinking," Pro-
gressive M~~~~~.on., Vol • .30: . No. 5, (March, 195.3)., p. · 129. . " .... 
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of renective thinking are often referred to as problem solving. They 
include training for critical think:i.ng, ro,astary of concepts, understand-· 
in.gs, and the development and application of broad generalizations. To 
teach students to use problem solving, the teacher needs to have a 
knowledge of how facts are learned, synthesized, and ratained and how 
they are selected, utilized, and manipulated in the problem solving pro,.. 
cess. The kinds of situations to which the pro'J?lem solving teach,nique 
may be. appiied are numerous in food prepara.tiono In reaching the depth 
a;nd breadth of the study the general range includes ~roblems geared to 
.maki~ students thinko Such pl'Oblems might be solved by individuals 
or by groupso The pri~ciples used in problem solving to develop stu-
dents ability to think critically and intelligently need to be related 
to the various kinds or tasks involved in the multitude of different 
situations that constantly arise in families. 
A guide for use in food preparation was developed in order to help 
t.ea.chers clarify the role of th19 teacher in problem solving. This guide 
is adapted from the outline prepared by the Citizenship Education Study 
in thetr pamphlet PROBLEM SOLVING.39 The guide is .in outline form and 
is presented to indicate the general range from which problems may arise: 
,.P:ro]:,l®J.s whi,Q_:q_!:he indiv.idual meets 
preparing food which is appetizing, appealing, and nutritious 
proper and attractive table setting 
good manners and etiquette 
improving food habits 
accepting food not previously included i.n diet 
preparing family meals 
-wi.se buying 
acquiring good patterns for cooking 
understanding principles underlyi:o.g the cooking of different f~ods 
39The Citizenship Education Study sponsored by the Detroit Public 
Schools and Wayne University, !J',obl.~».1_,$.9.J..;2:jJig, (January 5, 1948), p: 1. 
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working out good organization to help students grow a,nd develop 
managing procedures to save time and energy 
establishing desirable habits and practices 
working together harmoniously 
.. :problems of Jarger groups 
working intelligently together 
recalling, acquiring., manipulating; and applying f'aets to new sit-
uations 
accepting responsibilities 
doing more than one's share of the worll; 
developing skills to meet challenges in every day living 
.. problems of the n.eighborhood 
cooperating with children to give feeling that mother and dad are 
people, not just parents 
cooperating with the home economics department 
encouraging students to prepare foods at home remembering a little 
praise for honest efforts and a little help more effective 
than ridicule 
making the backyard garden a family project 
food preservation for the family 
.;g_~oblems of local com.m_uniti~ 
working together to create a warm friendly relationship with bus-
iness and professional groups and individuals 
making use of resources available 
give special talks or being willing to contribute to community good 
encouraging and using display windows 
providing opportunities for quantity cookery by inviting . and en-
couraging students to plan, prepare and serve special meals 
.ptoblems of the nation and the worlg 
keeping open minds pertaining to preparation and preservation of 
foods 
serving nutritious meals for less money 
eliminating food waste 
read.1..ng and demanding proper labeling of food products 
conserving nutritional"elenients in food preparation 
The study "Application of the Thinking Process in the Teaching 0£ 
Homemaking," made by Neva L.- Johnson presents~ example of a specific 
te~ching situation to show how teachers may direct others in reflective 
thinking and ·tc guide high school students in the development of' the 
ability to recognize, understand, use, and a.pp;J..y generalizations in a 
limited area or food preparation. It presents an analysis of reflective 
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thinking i.n terms of teacher guidance and student thinking; outlines 
a suggested teaching procedure to show how teachers may direct others 
in a series of experiences designed to develop reflective thinking; and 
makes recommendations as to how teachers may use the methods suggested 
in the appJ.ication of the thi:ri.Jdng process. 40 
This study is concerned with teaching students in secondary educa-
tion to think critically in foods by making problem solving methods us-
able and improving problem solving ability. Benjamin Burack, in his 
article, "Methodical Aspects of Problem Solving," defines a problem by 
saying, 11 As soon as an individual becomes aware of a difficulty, he has 
a problem. 1141 This observation is true in all areas of living. Prob-
lems, rather than the blind following of a recipe, create and stimulate 
interest in foods. In meal planning and preparation unlimited problems 
develop to broaden the scope. Some illustrations ~e: how many ways 
are there to prepare one kind of food; which process best retains the 
maximum amount of the natural food value and leaves the f'ood appetizing 
and appealing; what methods are most desirable in preparing foods for 
cooking; why should one learn more than one method or cookery; what 
utensils should be used; which method of combining ingredients will 
give the most desirable texture, flavor, and appearance; how can food 
be served attractively; which table service is most suitable for th~ 
occasion; is the table attractive; are guests seated properly; are the 
duties as host or hostess formulated clearly? 
4.0Neva L. Johnson .. ~ !12.P.].:lsa..t.l2I1-~J'hj.Jlk_~n~ frocess ~~ the 
Teac in of ijo:m.emakin, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical' Coll~ge, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1952). 
4lBenjamin Burack~ "Methodical Aspects of Problem Solving," Pro-
&;essive Education, Vol. JO: No. 5, (March, 1953), p. 135. 
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In the planning of three meals a day there will be problems of 
different scope: thrifty meals; meals quick and easy to prepare for 
family or guests; outdoor meals; l1m.ch boxes; meals for two; dinners 
for busy or business housekeepers; holiday meals; meals for serving a 
crowd; and refreshments for special occasions. A challenge to students 
in Homem..'1.king III and IV food classes might be planning and preparing 
menus typical of faraway places such as England, France, Sweden, Fin-
land and many other countries. 1 
Each new unit in foods, if properly introduced, will present many 
major problems of concern and interest. This will necessitate selecting 
and wording a problem to serve as a starting point. A problem clearly 
and accurately stated and sufficiently limited in scope is half solved. 
One mistake teachers make is to try to solve several problems at the 
aa.me time, however, this does not mean that one should not be aware of 
smaller problems which may be a pa.rt of the larger problem. 
Critical and creative thinking should be encouraged in individuals 
when setting up tentative solutions as possible ways of reaching conclu-
sions or solving problems. What ways can be thought or· by which the 
problem can be solved: where is reference material to be found; what 
pa.rt of the problem needs laboratory experimentation; can this problem 
be solved in a group or is it an individual concern? The overall ob-
jective in setting up a tentative hypothesis is to see possible ways 
of solving the problem. There is no accepted classification of_ problems 
whereby psychologists might suggest using certain methods for some prob-
lems e..nd other methods for different ones. 
Working on the problem calls for recalling information pertinent 
to the problem or a spontaneous integration of past experienceso In 
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so doing the individual may ask himself', what are the principle factors 
w~i~h appear to be related to the solution of this problem? This will 
help to determine the kind of add.itional information needed. Books, 
newspapers, pamphlets, magazines, govermri.ent publications, illustrative 
material, field trips, film strips, and demonstrations provide a var;l.ety 
or soUl'Ces for the gathering and selecting of pertinent mater;i.al related 
~ . 
to the problem. ;;It is an absolute requisite that the individual have 
at his command the relevant informational materials with which to work. 
T_his point is stressed by Eugene L. Gaier· in his artic+e, "What the. 
Teacher Needs to bow About the Role of Knowledge in Problem ~.olving. n 
To make this emphatic he fll1'ther states: 
The student must come to recognize in the problem situation the 
responsibility to assemble materials and to develop plans and try out 
hypotheses. Facts are involved in the problem-solving process in three 
ways: (a) the student can memorize what he does not understand; (b) 
the stud.ant can learn to perform operations called for without kn.owing 
the "why"; and (cf the student can be helped to struetUl'e s~tuati~IS 
and thus learn to understand the relationship of the parts involved.4' 
In analyzing and interpreting information and in drawing a conclu-
sion to formulate concepts students often attel!lpt to ~em.ember t~e solu-
tion to similar problems rather t~ to solve each new proble;m independ-
ently. Others may not be able to distinguish between what they observe 
and what they infer. Teachers need to guide students to think cirtical-
ly, distinguish between truth and falsity and to draw a logica,l and 
... . .. .. ·: 
reasonable conclusion. In drawing a conclusion one needs to clarity 
certain questions: do students possess the necessary inf~t~on~ if 
· so are they able to apply facts to the problem; are th!3! lacking in 
42Eu,gene L. Gaier, "What the Teacher Needs to Know 4bout the Role 
of Knowledge in Problem Solving;" Progressive EdUC(!/bion, Vol. 30; . No. 
;, (March, 1953), pp. 14~141. ··· · · · · · · , .· · 
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orientation; do they realize fully the implication of the problem; do 
they see ways ot manipulating £acts acquired to sub-parts of the problem 
to solve th~ whole; what reasons sup~ort the con.clusion; does their rea-
soning support the conclusion? 
~ 
Teachers by using problem solving procedures strengthen food pre-
paration classes. Students are guided to search for knowledge and new 
ideas are evolved around them. Problem solving encourages free expres-
sion and examination. It not only governs the type and amount of facts 
learned but alE:10 acts to guide the manipulation of past learning expe-
riences to the present insight. New concepts are more likely to be 
accepted when conclusions are justified in the light of new evidence. 
To fulfill the educational aim of challenging the student to think 
Cl"itieally, logical reasoning must be taught through the use of many 
concrete and tangible procedures. School experiences will be of little 
value to the student if' thinking is done for him and answers are given 
to him. 
Teaching__Procedures,Useg_ ~n Problem Solving 
A variety of procedures may be used in problem solving: Class 
Diacysi9.11 may be extremely valuable in developing the techniques or 
thinkingo The teacher acts as a guide for the group to develop sound 
reasoning encouraging students to weigh and consider all points before 
reaching individual decisions and a valid conclusion. 4 common answer 
may or may not be desired, the important thing is to help each member 
to know the problems involved and the implications of the different 
points in order to get students to think for themselves. Class discus-
sion is valuable in correcting the influence of personal bias, misinter-
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pretation of information, use of irrelevant material, and acceptance 
qt a conclusion on insufficient data or inadequate knowledge. If class 
discussion is to be successful in promoting thinking it should grow out 
or the evolving learning situation. A discussion should be planned and 
organized to bring out the many different points of view. Good discus-
i sion requires that problems, words and terms be clearly defined and tbat 
pertinent data bearing upon the issues be available and utilized in ar-
riving at decisions. Less ground may be covered in such teaching but 
greater progress will be ma.de in acquiring ability to m.eet situations 
independently when students learn to consider el'itically all the evidence 
presented and to do sound thinking. 
The Panel Discussion, ii' thoughtfully planned and carried out, is 
an educational procedure of unusual merit. It may be used to introduce 
a unit or as a summary or it may be used in conisidering a topic which 
is a part of a larger unit. A panel discussion is actually a small 
group discussion of a problem or a topic carried on before a larger 
group, the members of the larger group having the opportunity later to 
ask questions of the panel or other participants and to express their 
own views on the topic. As a. rule in a school group the panel consists 
of a chairman and at least four or f'ive participants. The ehairlll8D. di-
rects the discussion by raising pertinent questions £or the group to 
consider, directs the discussion, prevents it trom rambling, and keeps 
up the interest. The audience may be invited to participate at S:lfT 
point or after the discussion has ended and baf'are turning the discussion 
aver tot.he audience the chairman interprets the data and sums up t~e 
:main points. Adequate preparation of both panel m.e~bers and the teacher 
and an interesting topic is the secret of success in a panel discussion. 
4; 
The Recitation is .frowned upon by many educators but it still seems 
to have a purpose in teaching. Students, under the best psychological 
conditions known by the teacher, should be brought to see a need tor 
learning certain definite things and ror learning them correctly. Spaf'-
f'ord makes this point, "The more of' that type or learning which is avail-
able in usable f'orm, the more rapidly may things or greater importance 
be accomplished. It is the half'-learned things 'lihat clutter up one's 
thinking.~4.3 Food classes make use of a great deal of' information deal-
ing with facts and knowledge in menu making, learning basic recipes, 
preparation or food and in table service. While much of' it may be learn-
ed through use is actual situations testing partially at least by the 
recitation method to check progress may come nearer meeting the actual 
home situation than checking a list in a written test. 
A Special Talk to arouse and stimulate interest, to furnish data, 
and to give information in solving a ~oblem is tr_equently made a feature 
or teaching. It may be used effectively to introduce a new aspect of' 
work or to teach a particular part. The speaker should know how his 
contribution is to f:J.t into the objectives of' the TUiit. Students may 
prepare the questions which the speaker wi,11 answer. It a talk really 
tits into the work being done information received is pu,t to work. 
In all phases or the homemaking progl'am study should be an intrin-
sic part of' a large learning unit. Time for Directed Study under teacher 
guidance should be available when and as needed. Much worthwhile learn-
~ is obtained through plaf.llled and purposef'ul investigation if' the 
student is encouraged to explore. As Hilda Taba has noted, "New ideas, 
43Fundamentals in Teaching Home Economies, op. eit., p. 285. 
new information, and new data change attitudes, modify viewpoints and 
create new eoncerns and interests.n.44 Stratemeyer considers that: 
The criterion of appropriateness of systematic study of a subject 
as a pa.rt of the curriculum is whether the individual learner is able 
to recognize the pertinence of ghis subject matter to his needs and to 
reorganize it for his own. use.4 
Both agree that the teacher needs to be able to come in at the right 
moment to give help. Assistance to students may be given by asting ques-
tions which will brin~ light to a problem- by- pointing to or ref erri;ng 
to sources of reference material, and by offering suggestions which 
will clear up a difficulty. 
One of the most abused practices in connection with directed study 
in the Oklahoma school system is the labcrt'atory situation where fa.oil-
ities are such that only a part of the class may do any one type of 
laboratory work at a time. Frequently one finds that those who are 
studying are doing so only half heartedly and that the readin~ materials 
assigned have little relationship to the laboratory work being emphasized. 
Further observation shows that some teachers seemingly think of reading 
only as "busy work" to keep certain students employed while others carry 
on the activities of food preparation and service. True, reading and 
special study are and should be a definite pa;rt of all types of class 
laboratory experiences. However, practices and procedures used must 
be justified by good reasons and documented by reliable authorities. 
Nevertheless additional directeq,, stud___y; is imperative as a means of 
bringing new information to the class, of emphasizing the principles 
44Hilda Taba, "Social Sensitivity," Progressive Education Associa-
tion, Evaluation in the Eight Year Study, Bulletin No. 6, Ohio State 
University, (Dec., 1936), p. 3. 
45auides to a Curriculum for Modern Living, op. cit., p. 57. 
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being presented, and of directing the interests of the entire class to-
ward the solution of the problem at hand. 
Demonstrations well prepared and a part of the problem solving se-
quence a.re very important if followed by practice lessons. If such time 
is not allotted the learning experience might be considered lost--learning 
acquired by seeing the teacher doing is soon forgotten--the pupil should 
be given the opportunity to use the information gained at once and to 
clear any difficulties which may arise. 
Demonstrations may be used for different purposes. They may be 
used to arouse interest, to set stan.dards, to clarify a point, a.Drd to 
save time. The demonstration may be done by tl;te teacher, the teacher 
and volunteers, a member of the class, the teacher and a class member, 
or an outside person. This technique should be used only when it seems 
to be the most effective way of achieving the learning desired. 
Oral Reports have been very much abused in qur educational system 
through improper preparation by the student and overuse by the teacher, 
and poor, monotonous presentation. The oral report should serve the 
same purpose as a special talk--this calls ror preparation, ability to· 
pick out pertinent information, and ability to spe~. A report should 
not be read! Spafford has this to say, "A report, no matter how brief, 
should be well organized, represent clarity of thinking, have meaning 
to the speaker, and in turn have meaning to the audience.n46 The person 
making the report should feel that he is giving something tlle group 
wants and needs to learn. Otherwise such teaching procedures can be 
''ch~lked up11 as covering a vast amount of material, information lost 
4~dam.entals In Teaching Home Economics, OR. cit., p. 285. 
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on part ot listeners, with no learning resulting. 
Notebooks or Scrapbooks related to work the class is doing or going 
to do offer excellent means of seeking and learning information and or 
applying generalizations developed and eo'Qld take the place or many oral 
reports. Citizens in a community may have·magazines they are glad to 
donate to the homemaking department. Magazines contain authoritative 
articles that give newer trends and illustrate the use or principles 
of food cookery. They also present attractively served plates, garnishes, 
recipes, table decoration and table setting. Notebooks and scrapbooks 
to emphasize studies made in class could be used to a great advantage. 
• notebook to contain usable information does not nece,sarily need to 
be voluminous but should include those things considered ;important b;r 
the students concerned, especially those they hope to be able to remem-
ber. 
Laboratory Work is very effective in teaching units in which manip-
ulative skills need to be develop,d and such practical knowledge is pest 
acquired under supervision. Spat.ford emphasizes this point by "Writing, 
"Much of living centers around doing physical things and the more this 
doing is intelligently guided and controlled, the more satisfactory it 
is.n47 Skills and experience are needed in dealing with eoneerns of 
evecy day living and are best learned in the situation calling for tlleir 
use. Knowledge learned incidentally or f'llnqtionally in natural life 
situat:ions under supervised instruction is m,ore apt to be retained and 
to help in the development or self confidence. In all probability the 
work learned in school will not be carried to the skill, level but this 
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experience will help to open the door to knowledge and to further in-
vestigation. Students learn the techniques and get the feel of an 
operation to be perfected later. Being assured of some success in ad-
vance students are more likely to carry a new procedure into the home. 
laboratory work in food preparation is rarely ever set up to achieve 
only one purpose. The over-all goal is to guide students in learning 
to plan, prepare and achieve standards in meal preparation. Curiosity, 
essential to learning, may be stimulated if a student is guided in try-
ing to find what will happen, why a thing works or why it does not work, 
what procedure is best, and how things will look. Students need to be 
guided in each step of the problem solving series, Foods work should 
provide much opportunity for experimentation. Applied art holds a val-
uable place in the foods laboratory. The preparation of appetizing 
foods necessitates a knowledge of what constitutes a satisfactory pro-
duct. It is desirable to have the ability to ascertain the reason why 
certain products do or do not measure up to the standard. Evaluation 
is a part of the total learning process from the beginning and cheek 
sheets may be developed to judge .food products, Tbe type should be 
chosen according to the product, depending upon the data to be secured. 
The general terms used on a score card to teach independent evaluation 
and to develop a consciousness for standard pr~ducts are: appearance; 
color; consistency; flavor; lightness; moisture; content; size; taste; 
tenderness and text·ure. The score card should give definite qualities 
for which to look and be efficient for quick judging using a limited 
time. It should be used t.hroughout the series and students should be 
encouraged to state results and apply generalizations discovered. Lab-
oratory work may be set up for testing purposes: a challenge in close 
;o 
rielati.on to the home activities might be to plan and prepare a meal tor 
guests from roods found in the laboratory; or the preparation of certain 
basic food dishes without a recipe. Many other organized learning ex~ 
perienees and generalizations may be evaluated through similar testing. 
Laboratory work offers excellent opportunities f'or encouraging students 
in developing such personality traits as acotl't'aoy, cleanliness, desirable 
work habits, and good manners. L31:!,rning to work together cooperatively 
f'or the good of the whole group provides experiences similar to family 
living. 
In a laboratory that has only one or two kitchen units the nUU1ber 
of' students who can do a particular thing will or necessity be limited. 
The most serious problem here focuses around the lack or time needed 
tar supervising the work of stud.~nts if they are to have the help they 
need when they need it. Opportunities for wasting t;ime and prolonging 
a job are great on the part of the student not doing laboratory work. 
Teachers must have a well organized plan to develop initiative and to 
encourage_ students to use many types of :resources. In usinJ group work 
it is wise to plan for all members of the group to spend some time do-
ing similar activities. If it be directed study all students may be 
doing investigation although it may not be in the same field of explora-
tion. If it be some other activity all students may need to help in car-
rying out a project which involves $Otion. This is the basic idea tor 
all group worko In preparing a. meal while one group is doing the cook-
ing the second gro11p might be making a simple place card; the third 
group an inexpensive favar and table decoration, while the fourth 
group might be using good techniques and tiine management in putting the 
dining room in order. to serve the meal. This might include cleaning 
~ . 
and dusting the dining room, setting the table and keeping the working 
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area in the kitchen cleaned up. Some of these jobs might be combined 
le~ving one group f'ree to work on the preparation of such teaching aids 
as bulletin, flannel, or~ boards. Materials used on these boards 
should be well placed, neatly and a.rtist~oally arranged and should be 
taken down when the display has served its immediate purpose. Illus. 
trative material plaeed on these boards may be used to awaken interest 
and increase a understanding in the work going on or in that which is 
yet to come; it may be used to further enrich learnings already acquired; 
or it may broaden the whole background of the students learning. Stu-
dents and teachers will want to plan tor its successful use. Materials 
to be used in food work may be original work of students or illustra-
tions may be cut f'rom magazines. Most students like to paint so it is 
wise to keep show card paint, oak tag (a heavy paper) and paint brushes 
handy. Students will find using the various boards helpful when giving 
demonstrations and reports in class. Teachers will £ind t~em useful 
to augment a demonstration, class discussion or a test. 
~ arouse intellectual curiosity and present excellent material 
to stimuJ.ate problem solving. They give reality to a problem making a 
situation appear viv~d, natural, and lifelike. A film should be selected 
which has been prepared to impart insight on a given point or points in 
a learning e:x:perienceo Some films are useful in explaining a process 
and in clarifying a discussion while others are valuable in that they 
help develop appreciations, attitudes and ideals. A film should be pre-
viewed by the teacher or the teacher and a committee. Plans then can 
be made for its use. Instru.ctio11s for viewing a film should be given 
to the students in advance. The value ~ill be increased if time is al-
lotted for discussion following the showing. It is not a good idea.to 
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use a film just to fill in time but only when it seems the best procedure 
to use in that partieuJ.ar learning situation. 
~ield Tril2.§ give opportunities to learn first hand information and 
should fit into the teaching plan as a means of gaining information re-
lated to problem solving in a larger unit of studyo Making full use of 
community resources offers a series of experiences and an opportunity 
of coordinating services that maybe available and pertinent. Any trip 
should grow out of the students needs and to be successful calls for a 
great deal of pre-planning. The teacher or students should make plans 
with the owner or manager of the place or places to .be visited. Students 
should have definite questions in mind and should discuss in advance 
the specific items to be observed in the course of the visit. The man-
ager or buyer of a firm may be asked to give a talk first and allot 
t:ime to answer questions or the trip may be a tour giving information 
and answering questions at points of interest. It is import~nt to make 
specific plans for discussion following the trip in order to summarize 
the observations, to clarify facts not thoroughly understood, and ~o 
correct wrong impressionso 
Good manners, appreciation, and courtesy exe ~ necessity through-
out any field trip and should be followed by suitable recognition of 
the service given. 
Rol.~ is frequently a good way of creating interest and 
focusing attention when introducing a new unit. This procedure is es-
pecially popular with adolescents and many times situations that a.re 
· difficult fo:r ·the teacher to e::J1..1)ress may be dramatized to an excellent 
advantage·. Role playing may be used to present a picture to emphasize 
eertain points in a unit~ Many skits and plays are on the market while 
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others may be developed by students. 
To broaden the scope of learning fu:fiQhs, Charts, Exhibits, Cartoons, 
and Post€!~ published by commercial firms and government departments 
may be used to stimulate interest in a given problem. They leave a more 
definite mental picture with a student than any amount, of reading mate-
rial can do under the same circu.111Stances. All materials regardless of 
their source will need careful evaluation and should be studied as to 
reliability and value in teaching. 
There will be differences of opinion in regard to classroom pro-
cedures used in food preparation as it is related to problem solving 
but teachers can learn to guide and direct students to obtain the maxi-
mum of learning using whatever means seem most effective in realizing 
"the basic purposes of the learning unit. Hatcher and Andrews make this 
pertinent point in regard to classroom procedures: 
One of the chief considerations is the matter of determining the 
method of teaching best suited to produce the maximum development of 
all pupils for intelligent participation in society. Most educators 
w:i.11 ag-:ree that there is no perfect method of teaching. Also, the in-
telli.gence and personality of the teacher play an important part in de-
termining her ef'f'c,ctiveness in the classroom. But when imagination, 
enthus:lasm, and ab.ility are combined with training in the knowledge and 
use of' sound classroom techniques, then teaching becomes a form of edu-
cational guidance by which pupils attain not only knowledge and skills 
but wholerwme personality development as we11.48 
44Hazel Mo Hatcher and Mildred E. Andrews~ T4.1?.. ]§§.Ching of Jjomemak,;-
il;lg With Emphasii:, on Teacher~~Pupil-Parent Planning, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, The Riverside Press (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1945), Po 9. 
PART IV 
EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The chief desire of most teachers is to build a rich, functional, 
and worth while program in food preparation based on·the methods best 
suited to produce the maximum development of all students. To broaden 
the program will necessitate tentative planning and setting objectives 
with an understanding of students needs, interests, and abilities, se-
lecting adequate experiences to bring effective learning. For foods 
work to keep alive, have meaning and value and to be important to stu-
dents the program must continue to grow and must never be considered 
as a finished piece of work. Throughout teaching a teacher needs to 
be alert to arouse and encourage a serious desire for learning and growth 
to encourage problem solving using judgement and ingenuity to stimulate 
students' attitudes, values, needs, interests, and experiences that 
help develop intellectual curiosity, critical thinking, and selective 
perception. Laboratory work and classroom procedures offer many oppor-
tunities to develop resourcefulness, independence, creativity and criti-
cal thinking which are characteristics necessary for growth. Teachers 
will see ways to challenge students in reaching the breadth, depth and 
scope or the program; meaning will_ be given to a wide range of problems 
encountered in food work. The return for this will be teacher-student 
growth rather than just a job as it has been for many. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study has presented an analysis of problems concerned with 
teaching students in secondary education to think critically in 
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relationship to problems concerned with food. Evidence from material 
compiled points to ways of strengthening the teaching of food prepara-
tion t~..rough using problem solving. It is believed the two major weak-
nesses which now exist in many schools in Oklahoma may be improved 
through the use of problem solving techniques. The first: much teach-
ing is subject matter centered. The second: many teachers are trying 
to find a pattern for teaching food preparation. 
A teacher's awareness 9f classroom opportunit~es to stimulate in 
students the questioning attitude and the ability to think is important 
in problem solving. The procedures used will vary depending upon the 
problemo Some problems require individual activity while others may 
be solved using small groups. Food preparation has a wealth or resources 
which may be utilized in the search for knowledge which may be used in 
wo:rking out new ways and new answers. In order to check one's respon-
sibility and ability in doing a thorough job of presenting food work 
to high school girls and boys a teacher might ask herself these ques-
tions: 
1. Am I evaluating methods used with a critical eye? 
2. A.m I advocating teaching procedures using both teacher and pupil 
participation with activities based on student's needs, interests, 
and abilities? 
3. Am I developing a food program which makes the best possible u~e 
of its potential values? 
4. Am I teaching using conventional method or do I have a limited poi~t 
of view, dictating what is to be done a.pd deciding what the student 
needs requiring only that they listen and observe {or do they?) and 
then memorize to hand back. 
5. Am I selecting experiences and objectives that will be most worth 
while for students shifting emphasis as seems desirable to enrich 
the content of food preparation? 
6. Am I open-minded to new ideas1 
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7. Am I avoiding bias and prejudiced opinions when making decisions? 
8. Am I widening the range of problems which are real and stimulating 
to students? 
9. Am I helping students to understand the "why" of operations called 
for in foods preparation to justify acceptance of new concepts. 
10. Am I recognizing the little but important things to focus attention 
on in the principles of cookery? 
11. Am I challenging students to think critically and develop skills 
pertaining to principles underlying cookery, teaching students to 
handle materials the recipes prescribe? 
12. Am I presenting scientific facts with meaning or requiring memoriza-
tion of a hodgepodge of facts which may not be at one's command to 
solve problems when needed? 
13. Am I using sound psychological procedures to influence students to 
learn certain definite things and to learn them correctly': 
11¥. Am I able to recognize the problems involved in the area of food 
preparation? 
15~ Am I teaching students to prepare a whole meal quickly and effici-
ently? 
16. Jun I teaching students to plan and serve a meal at a given time or 
am I teaching them to prepare certain items for it? 
17. Am I studying continually, since scientific facts, principles, and 
generalizations, and methods of teaching are ever changing in food 
work'l' 
18. Am I guilty of following the same teaching plans year after year? 
RECOMMENDATIONS -
The study or suggestions for strengthening the teaching of food 
preparation in Oklahoma high schools has led to the recommendations that 
teachers need to: 
1. teach problem solving procedut'eS to stren~then food preparation 
classes. 
2. know how to think themselves to develop critical thinking in problem 
solving. 
J. have a knm,1ledge of' how facts are learned, synthesized, and retained 
and how they are selected, utilized and manipulated in the problem 
solving process. 
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4. use a wide variety of teaching-learning proced-qres. 
5. gear problems to students ability. 
6. utilize critical and intelligent thinking in various tasks in food 
preparation. 
7. create and stimulate interest in food by selecting problems or con-
cern and interest rather than blindly follow a recipe. 
8. guide students in each step of the problem solving series. 
9. remember that students as well as teachers need to have clearly in 
mind the goals toward which they are striving. 
10. analyze and have a clear idea or how to teach students to develop 
the ability to think through problems in the planning of meals and 
the preparation or food. 
11. encourage students to generalize on the basis or experimentation, 
to cheek with authority and to consciously" apply" generalizations 
in school and at home. · 
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